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First Supplement to Memorandum 64-49 

Subject: study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of Evidence (Evidence Code-
Division 10--HearSBlf E>tidence) 

httached to this memorandum is a revised outline of Division 10 and 

a re'fision of pages 1000 through 1004 of the Hearsay Division. Also 

attached is a revision of pages 1000 through of the Comments relating 

to -ehe Hears8¥ Division. This memorandum will discuss the problems 

presented in these revised pages. Memorandum 64-49 discusses the problems 

presented by pages 1005 et seq. of the Hears8¥ Division and the related 

Comments. 

The following matters should be noted in regard -co these revised pages: 

Section 1200 has been revised to reflect the ac-Uons of the Commission 

at '"he July meeting. The Camnission instructed the staff to include the 

definition of "hears8¥ evidence" in t:te section. Uhether -ehe definition 

should be repeated in the definitions division was left to -~e staff's 

discretion. We did not repeat the definition; instead, lle provided in 

Section 155 as follows: 

155. "Hears8¥ evidence" is defined in Section 1200. 

The cross-reference avoids the necessity for amendin{> tliO sections whenever 

the definition is to be altered. 

The Commission also instructed the staff to redraft the rule to permit 

the courts to develop additional. hears8¥ exceptions. Section 1200 has 

been amended to reflect these changcs. 

Section 1205 

At the July meeting. the Commission instructed the staff to prepare a 
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recommended Section 1205 and to state the policy reasons for 

including some hearsay exceptions and excluding others. Section 

1205 has been prepared to carry out that instruction. 

The policies applicable seem to be the following: We deleted 

Rule 64 from the URE originally because the right of discovery 

provided in civil actions seemed adequate to protect the parties 

to c~vil actions against unfair surprise. When we considered 

the comments to our tentative recommendation, we discovered that 

our rationale did not take criminal cases into account. In 

criminal cases, the defendant has quite a broad right of discovery. 

The prosecution's right of discovery was, until recently, non

existent; and the scope of the prosecution's recently discovered 

right of discovery is still largely unknown. If the Supreme 

Court's decisions are construed as broadly as possible, it may 

be possible for the prosecution to discover any documentary 8V: 

dence the defendant intends to introduce at the trial. In any 

event, the Commission believed that the greatest need for Section 

1205 was caused by the limited right of the prosecution to 

discovery in criminal cases. Hence, the exigencies of the pro

secution should be of paramount concern in considering the 

details of Section 1205. 

The especial ne~d for Section 1205 stems from the lack of 

opportunity to co~fron~ and cross-examine the hearsay declarant. 

Concern over the accuracy of the evidence of the hearsay state

ment is not involved. If we were concerned with the accuracy of 

the evidence offered, we would have no reason to limit Section 
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1205 to hearsay evidence. Since we are not creating a similar 

condition for the admissibility of other documentary evidence, 

we must believe that ordinary discovery techniques and the right 

to confront and cross-examine the witnesses at the trial are 

sufficient protection against the introduction of unreliable 

evidence. Therefore, hearsay exceptions should be included within 

the section only when there is especial need to check the accuracy 

of the perceptions and the veracity of the declarant as distin

guished from the accuracy of the perceptions and the veracity of 
- -

the witness who testifies to the hearsay statement. 

Another consideration is the extent to which particular 

kinds of hearsay appear in writing. If statements within an ex

ception usually are not in writing, a party might be unfairly 

trapped by the 1205 requirement in the rare case in which he seeks 

to introduce a written statement of the particular kind. 

Finally, we think the matters included should fall in easily 

recognized, broadly defined categories. Counsel should not be 

required to make subtle distinctions between similar kinds of 

evidence in order to comply with a procedural requirement of this 

sort when such distinctions otherwise are principally of academic 

interest. 

With the foregoing policies in mind, we have concluded that 

we should include and exclude hearsay exceptions as indicated in 

the following list. In some cases, we may have made seemingly 

inconsistent decisions. However, lines have to be drawn some-

where, and where we think policies indicate the line should be 
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one place, others may think that the line should be in a slightly 

different place. Nonetheless, these are our recommendations: 

Article 1 (Confessions and Admissions). EXCLUDE. So far 

as direct and adoptive admissions are concerned, it seems clear 

enough that we are concerned solely with the accuracy of the 

evidence given at the trial. There is no need for a party to 

confront and cross-examine the declarant to test the accuracy of 

the hearsay statement. He ~ the declarant. 

We think that the same rule should apply to authorized ad-

missions and to admissions of persons whose right or duty is in 

issue. The real problem is whether the party in fact authorized 

the admission or whether the declarant in fact made the statement; 

and whether he did or not is a matter involving the veracity of 

witnesses at the trial who may be confronted and cross-examined. 

Possibly unauthorized written statements of agents, partners, 

and employees, that relate to the subject matter of the agency, 

partnership, or employment should be subject to the procedure; 

but there is such a subtle distinction between these and author-

ized admissions, and so few of such statements are in writing, 

that we think to include them would probably trap more parties 

unjustifiably than the inclusion would ever protect. 

Artiole 2 (Declarations Against Interest). EXCLUDE. Here, 

we think the real need for cross-examination relates to the 

witnesses at the trial. Some may disagree, but we think that the 

"against interest" test sufficiently verifies the hearsay state

ment that pretrial notice is not required. Then, too, most of 

such statements wi~l not be in writing. 
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Article 3 (Prior Statements of Witnesses). EXCLUDE. 

Inconsistent statements cannot be included without destroying the 

efficacy of this form of impeachment. It is impractical to in-

clude consistent statements because a party cannot anticipate when 

his witness is going to be attacked in the requisite manner. It 

is unnecessary to include recorded memory because the declarant is 

at the trial and subject to cross-examination. 

Article 4 (Spontaneous, .. etc. Declarations). EXCLUDE. Here, 

few of the declarations, if any, will ever be in writing. The 

fact that such statements are natural effusions, not deliberative 

statements, seems sufficient to warrant omitting these statements 

so long as there is adequate opportunity to cross-examine the 

trial witness. The main question involves the foundational facts 

of spontaneity, etc., and a party has an adequate opportunity to 
- --

examine into those facts at the trial. Dying declarations are 

excluded because, in addition, it would be impossible to cross-

examine the declarant even if notice were given. 

Article 5 (State of mind. ghysical symptoms). EXCLUDE. 

There is an additional problem associated with the state of mind 

exception that does not appear in regard to the others. Frequent

ly state of mind evidence consists of stat6~~nts that are circum-

stantial evidence of the state of mind, not hear~ay evidence. For 

example, a homicide victim's prior statements that she feared the 

defendant are hearsay evidence of her state of mind, but her 
- - -~ 

statements that the defendant threatened her or beat her are cir-

cumstantial evidence of her state of mind. The two varieties of 
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state of mind evidence shade into each other. We see no reason 

to compel pretrial notice of intention to offer one variety and 

require no such notice of intention to offer the other. Compel

ling such a nice distinction--which will be of academic interest 

only in most cases--vrill, vre think, entrap more parties than it 

will protect. 

Then, too, most of these statements are not in writing; 

hence, the 1205 requirement ",ould apply to only a few. We don't 

think that it is desirable to impose the requirement on only a 

few of the statements that are within a particular exception. 

Article 6 (Statements Relating to \irills! Claims Against 

Estates). EXCLUDE. These exceptions are, for all practical pur-

poses, limited to civil actions. Hence, the normal discovery 

techniques may be used. The need for 1205 is minimal. 

Then, too, a decedentis statements concerning his will are 

quite similar to the statements within the state of mind exception 

in that they are statements of his bel ief concerning certain 

facts. Other evidence that is circumstantial in nature may also 

be introduced concerning that belief. To require compliance with 

Section 1205 would force a discrimination in treatment between the 

two kinds of evidence that we do not think is warranted. Moreover, 

it is the declarantis own intent the court is seeking to discover 

and to carry out. Hence, it seems to us that the principal question 

before the court is whether the decedent in fact made the statement 

--and this involves the veracity and reliability of the evidence 

offered, not the veracity and reliability of the declarant. 
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The exception for the statements of a decedent in actions 

against his estate was created to balance the fact that we are 

permitting the claimant to testify in the action. The claimant 

does not have to give pretrial notice of his testimony; hence, we 

see no reason for the estate to give pretrial notice of the 

decedent's hearsay. 

Article 7 (Business Records). INCLUDE. A business record 

is authenticated by the custodian. He is likely to have little or 

no knowledge concerning the subject matter of the particular entry. 

Yet the adverse party's principal concern is with the veracity of 

the original declarant and the reliability of his perceptions. 

Here we are not dealing with natural or spontaneous effusions; we 

are dealing with carefully considered declarative statements. In 

~rcDowd v. Pig'n Whistle Corp., 26 Ca1.2d 696 (1945), the court 

held that the business records exception justified admission of 

a medical diagnosis appearing in a hospital record. In People v. 

Gor~ol, 122 Cal.App.2d 281 (1953), a hospital record was admitted 

under the business records exception even though it contained the 
• ~ • k _ _ _ _ 

statement (the defendant was already under investigation for the 

charged crime): "I believe that the patient may be endeavoring 

to manipulate his way into the hospital in order to strengthen his 

defense." The courtr. justified admitting the statement under the 

business records exception because the physician making the report 

would have been permitted to say the same thing in substance--but 

perhaps not the same words--if he had testified as a witness. See 

122 Cal.App.2d at 302. 11e think that the policy underlying 1205 

requires that the adverse party be given an opportunity to check 
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these statements prior to trial. Cross-examination of the custo-

dian affords no protection at all. 

rIoreover, our decision on business records is strengly in-

fluenced by our decisien on official records, fer frequently 

.official recerds can be qualified under both exceptions. We weuld 

not want te create a large gap in .our requirement relating te 

.official records by permitting these records to be offered under 

another exception that dees not require compliance with 1205. 

Then, teo, te distinguish between a record .of a private hospital 
~ . 

and a record .of a public hospital insofar as 1205 is cencerned 

seems te make little sense. And, to distinguish between the 

recerds .of private scheels and public schoels, privately owned 

utilities and publicly .owned utilities, etc., similarly makes 

little sense. 

Accerdingly, we think the need for determining the identity 

of the original declarant and his reliability is sufficiently 

great insefar as business records are concerned that they should 

be included in Section 1205. 

Article 8 (Official Records). INCLUDE. ~mny .of the censid-

erations discussed in regard to business recerds are applicable 

here. But, in addition, an .official recerd will be admitted in 

seme cases without an appearance even by the custodian. Hence, 

the eppertunity fer cress-examinatien at the trial may be tetally 

lacking. Our principal concern is with the accuracy and reliabi-

lity of the .original declarant--there is net much chance that the 

'-~ evidence .offered will be incorrect--hence, the official records 
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Gxception SGems to fall clearly within the criteria we discussed 

that indicate a need for inclusion within 1205. 

Article 9 (Former Testimonv). INCLUDE. Here, again, we are 

concerned principally _"ith the reliability of the original declar-

ant. There seems to be little likelihood that there will be 

serious dispute over the evidence of the former testimony in the 

usual case. The party concerned will have no opportunity to test 

the declarant by cross-examination at the trial. He is being com

pelled to rely on cross-examination at another place, in another 

trial, under different circumstances. Hence, he might at least 

be given some advance warning so that he can substitute investi

gation for cross-examination if he so desires. 

Possibly former testimony offered against a person who was a 

party to the former proceeding might be excluded on the ground 

that opportunity for personal examination of the declarant has 

already been provided. HOvlever, we think the rule will be easier 

to administer if parties are not required to distinguish between 

different kinds of former testimony for procedural purposes. More-

over, direct examination under different circumstances, or even 

cross-examination under different circumstances, may not be an 

adequate substitute for pretrial notice and an opportunity for 

further investigation. 

Article 10 (Judgments). EXCLUDE. Here we are concerned 

almost exclusively with the accuracy of the evidence being offered. 

The party is not going to call the judge for cross-examination. He 

is not going to question the jurors. They have no persona] knoN-
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le;;ge to impart. ]ire see no reason for the inclusion of judgments 

that is not applicable to all other forms of evidence. 

l''ioreover, it seems to us unwise to create a procedural dis-

tinction between judgments offered as hearsay and judgments offered 

for some other purpose--sQch as credibility. 

Art icle 11 (Famil',' History). EXCLUDE ALL EXCEPT CHURCH 

RECORDS AND CERTIFICATES. '.Ie include church records and certifi-

cates for the reasons applicable to business and official records. 

The remainder of the sections in the article are excluded for a 

variety of reasons. Nany of tr.e statements will not be in writing, 

so a uniform rule applicable to substantially all of the evidence 

admissible under the article will not be achieved. Other articles 

included in 1205 refer to evidence that is almost always in writing. 

We think, too, that our primary concern is with the accuracy of the 

testimony at the trial. Did the declarant actually make a state-

ment, ante litem motam, concerning his own pedigree? Was the 
_ _ _ 4 

declarant actually so closely associated with the family whose 
. - ., 

history he stated that he was virtually a member of the family? 

The determination of these questions involves principall~r the 

veracity of trial witnesses, and we see no particular need to in-

vestigate the substance of their expected testimony that is dis

tinguishable in any degree from the need to investigate the 

testimony of any other witness. 

Entries in famil'.' bibles, carvings on crypts and gravestones, 

etc., will of course be in writing. But, nonetheless, we think 

'-__ the principal concern is again with the accurac:' of the evidence 

at the trial. 
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Article 12 (Reputation~ Statements Concerning Boundary). 

EXCLUDE. We have excluc;ed the reputation exceptions because 

reputation evidence is usuallj' not in writ ing. }~oreover, the 

principal concern seems to ~Je with the sufficiency of the trial 

witnessis actual knowledge of the reputation. 

The exception for statements concerning boundary might be 
- - -

included, for there appears to be some need to investigate the 

accuracy of the declarant~s perception and narration as well as 

the accuracy of the evidence offered. However, the exception is 

little used. It has appeared in but three cases--two in 1860. 

The original declaration is likely to be oral, so that a general 

rule applicable to most statements within the exception will not 

be created by inclusion of it within Section 1205. Hence, on 

balance, ~le have concluded that it is more desirable to exclude it. 

Article l! (Dispo~itive Instruments and Ancient Writings. 

INCLUDE. It may be that there is little to distinguish these ex-

ceptions in principle from the family history exceptions. However, 

the declarations involved here are required to be. in writing. 

Hence, unlike the family history exceptions, we can here impose a 

procedural requirement applicable to a complete category of evidence. 

There are other reasons indicating exclusion. The principal 
-- -

matters to be investigated seem to be the foundational facts for 

admissibility--have the dealings with the property been consistent 

with the statement?--has the statement actually been acted upon as 

if true by the persons interested? These questions involve the 

veracity of the trial witnesses, not the reliability of the 

hearsay declarant. 
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Nonetheless, we recowaend inclusion because there does 

seem to be some need to ~nvestigate the reliability of the original 

declarant's informatio;l as \'Iell. 

Article Ii, (Commercial, Scientific, and Similar Publications). 
- - . --

INCLUDE. The early California cases (the only authorities on the 

subject) excluded commercial lists and the like--stock market 

quotations, price lists, etc.--unless an adequate foundation was 

laid in the form of evidence of the manner in which. the list was 

prepared. The proponent was supposed to show whether the report 

was based on reports of actual sales, the sources of information, 

etc. Section 1340 dispenses 1"ith this foundation and substitutes 

the foundation of reliance by persons engaged in a particular 
-. -. 

occupation. The previous foundational facts, however, would seem 

to be an appropriate subject for inquiry and a proper basis for an 

attack on the reliability of the hearsay evidence. Hence, the 

1205 notice is requi~ed in order to provide a party with opportu

nity to make the requisite investigation. 

The California cases have limited the exception in Section 

1341 (historical worl:s, bool:s of science or art) to matters which 

almost qualif" for judicial notice. See Hearsay Study on DRE 63 (31) • 

Certainly the facts of general notoriety en d interest provable 
-- -. -

under Section 1341 shade into the indisputable facts or facts of 

common knowledge of ,·rhich judicial notice may be taken. ~"As a 
-. -- -~ --

party must give adequate opportunity to the adverse party to meet 

his request for judicial notice of these matters, we think a party 

should also give adequate opportunity to the adverse party to meet 
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his evidence w'1en he decic.es to prove such facts by evidence in-

stead of relying on judicial notice. 

The foregoing are our recommendations on inclusion and ex-

clusion of hearsay exceptio~s from Section 1205. You will notice 

that the first subdivision of Section 1205 refers to all official 

writings. This is because many official writings may be admitted 

under some specific statute relating thereto instead of the general 

official records exceptions found in Article 8. 

The second subdivision of Section 1205 is worded as it is in 

order that evidence that qualifies under an exception other than 

one listed may be admitted without regard to Section 1205 even 

though it might also be admissible under one of the exceptions 

listed in Section 1205. 

We have followed in general the form of the rule recommended 

by the New Jersey Supreme Court Committee in Section 1205 instead 

of the URE Rule 64. For comparison, URE Rule 64 is as follows: 

Any writing admissible under exceptions (15). (16), 
(17). (IS), and (19) of Rule 63 shall be received only 
if the party offerinG such writing has delivered a copy 
of it" orO-so much 'thereof as may relate to the controversy. 
to each adverse party a--reasonaI51e time oefore-trial un
less the judge finds that sUch adverse party has ndt been 
unfairly surprised by the failure to deliver such a copy. 

The version now recommended by the New Jersey Committee 

is contained in Memorandum 64-49. p. 5. 
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Section 1223. 

You instructed the staff to see if the parenthetical phrase 

"or in the judge's discretion as to the order of proof subject to" 

could be moved from its location immediately after the word "after". 

Subdivision (b) reflects this change. As si~ilar provisions appear 

in Sections 1224 and 1225, I'm made comparable changes in those 

sections. 

Section 1224. 

The Co~~ission directed the staff to revise Section 1224 to 

provide for the admission of co-conspirators' statements made before 
- -.~ -- -- -- --

the party became a participant in the conspiracy as well as such 
-- -_.. - -- -- -. 

statements that are made lvl,ile the party was a participant in the 

conspiracy. This change, to[:;ether with the change conforming to 

the revision of Section 1223(b), necessitated some redrafting. 

The revision of the section is indicated below: 

- 1224. Evidence of a statement offered against 
a party is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if: 

tal The statement [3:s-i;l=!a"\;-ef-a-ee-eeR1!:p3:JOai;s1"-ef 
i;He-:paFi;7 J was made by th~declarant while particIpating 
in a conspiracv to com~it a crime or civil wrong and 
within the scope of his expressed or implied--authoritv-
to act in furthe!:ance of t_he ()b.iective of that conspiracy; 

(b) The statement vras made [e1OF£Rg-i;l=!e-e1i£si;9Re9 
ef-i;l=!e-eeHs:p£Fae7-aHe-~H-f~Ftl=!~JOaRee-eg-i;l=!e-9s~eR 
ee~e9i;-i;l=!eFeefJ prior to or during the time that the 
party' was also participating in that conso.iracv; and 

(c) The evidence is offered either after [;o~-~n 
i;l=!e-j~ege~s-e~5~Fei;~eR-a5-i;e-i;He-9JOa9F-sf-:PF99f-5~B~eei; 
t9,J admission of evidence sufficient to sustain a find
ing of thele*~steRse-eg-i;l=!e-eeRsp~Fae7-aRe-i;Hai;-i;1=!9 
eee~aFaH"\;-aRe-i;Re-paFti-w9JOe-Bei;l=!-paJOi;~es-i;s-i;R9-geR-
5p~Faei-at-tl=!e-i;~~e-i;Re-si;ate~gRi;-Wa5-aaeeJ facts 
specified in subdivisions al and Ib or in the 
,judge's -discretion as to the order 0 proof, su ,iect 
to the admission of such evidence. 
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Note particularly the revision of subdivision ('1). Severai 

times when this section has been under consideration doubt has 

been expressed as to the exact meaning of the phrase "in further

ance of the common object thereof". We have spelled the meaning 

out at greater length in subdivision (a) so that it will be 

abundantly clear that vre are dealing here with one kind of an 

authorized admission. 

Sections 1226 and 1227. 

The Commission asked the staff to consider Section 1226 

as revised to determine whether its reference to "right" is 

too broad--are more cases covered by the amended section than 

were intended to be covered by the amendment? The Commission 

also asked the staff to consider whether there are other 

situations analogous to those mentioned in Sections 1226 and 

1227 vrhere the same principle should be applied. 

$ections 1226 and 1227 do, as a matter of fact, touch upon 

a larger principle. It is c\iscussed at some length in Wigmore. 

Evidence §§ 1077-10$6. The two branches of the principle are 

as follows: 

So far as one person is privy in obligation with 
another, i.e., is liable to be affected in his obliga
tion under the substantive law by the acts of the 
other, there is equal reason for receiving against 
him such admissions of the other as furnish evidence 
of the act which charges them equally, [4 Wigmore, 
Evidence 118. ] 

The admissions of one who is privy in title stand 
upon the same footing as those of one who is privy in 
obligation (ante, §-1077). Having the same interest 
to learn the facts and the same motive to make correct 
statements, and being identical with the party (either 
contemporaneously or antecedently) in respect to his 
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mmership of the right in issue J his admissions may J both in 
fairness and on principle, -ue ")roffered in :iL:>cc.cl1Dler:-~ of the 
present claim. [4 Wigmore, ;':\-iCtence 134-135. 1 

S8c"ion 1226 (before its amendment a<:the_July meeCin;:;) eX)lressed the 

fire, branch of this principle. I::: a party--for eXaJ;]ple J a surety--is 

1 ia-de to be affected by the acts of another--in our example, his principal--

the c"catements of the other are as o.dmissible againsi; the party as they 

ai"e aGainst the declarant. vligmo~"e sives as examples ",lle principal-

S'X;:C-GY case, authorized admissions, and statements of join"" obligors. 

The amendment made of Section 1226 at the July Llee-cinc (inserting 

"ri:;"'o") was an attempt to articulaGe the second bi'ancL of -che principle. 

Wic,1ilore gives as examples statemen"G"J of a decedent offere,~ against his 

executor (under our statute as it l"ead before the J'_~y meeting, such state-

men"o", could be offered against tIle executor in an ac".;ion ac;ainst the estate 

bl':" no",; in an action brought by "elle estate), statements of a bankrupt 

offcc'ed against the trustee in banl'l'llptcy, and sta-~cnents of a grantor of 

prO)City offered against a grantee. 

The corr~on law carried 'ollis pr~nciple to the point of making admissible 

agaii1st a party any statement of a co-owner, joint 0011::;or, joint obligee, 

eGc. The Ccn:mission rejected this aspect of the COLiLlon lau when it 

decided that Section 1870(5) of tl,e Code of Civil Procedure should be 

repealed. 'l1le Cc=issicn at cne t:L::e also rejected the prir:eiple that the 

sta-i;cment of a predecessor in title should be admiss:!.01e aGainst the 

successor and decided that Section 1849 should be repealed. See H~arsay 

Study pp. 597-598. 

The rationale in the study tha;c previously \-TUS (~8emecl ?ersuasi ve would 

juntii'y omitting entirely Sections 1226 and 1227 as ·",11 as tl:e existing Code 
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o{ C_-"il Procedure sections relatil1~: to statements D'_' join-;; owners and 

prCl-.2cessors in interest. I~ still persuades us ·G~.1..~:,,'e s~lOl:.ld be no general 

excep-,ion for statements of perSOllG jointly interes-",,'. DlCt J to permit 

adL,issions of a decedent to be intrcduced in acOoio11s a-.:;air_s-c his estate 

ane'. -Co require their exclusion in a~-;;ions brought his cs-i.:;ate seems 

to-~ally unjustifiable. Accordingly, 'Yre recommend t:lC ::ce-t;cntion of 

Sec';;ions 1226 and 1227 with certail1 modifications. ~he moQifications 

ha-;e necessitated a certain amount of redrafting. ~!e have new articulated 

the principles involved in three sections--Sections 1226, 1227, and 1228. 

The principles that we have identified and have attempted to draft in 

sta-;;l,tory form are as follows: 

1. I-ilien the liability of a party is dependen-;; upon the liability 

of another, a statement by that other is as admissible against the party 

as i-e llould be against the declarant in an action on that liability. 

COE-,-eTsely, where the right of a party that is beinG asser-;;ed in action--

SUC,l as a right to damages for the (cefendant I s ne[llic;ence--may be defeated 

by a sho1ring of a breach of duty on the part of ano,her--Guch as contributory 

nec;li::;ence--a statement by that o-;;hel' person is as a'"I_lissib1e against the 

pa:c'-;;y as it would be against the declarant if he 1fCl-C tile party. 

Section 1226 now expresses this principle. iTe ;,ave eliminated the 

"lorC "right" from the draft so that the admissibilEy of s-;;atements of 

declarants ~lhose right or title is in issue might be handled in a separate 

sec-i;ion. The principal change in :Jection 1226 fro"l the form in which it 

appeared at the July meeting is the insertion of the reference to "breach 

of Quty". \'/e believe this speci;ic reference is necessary because the 

;TOrc~_ "duty" alone dces not appear uO pick up the cases "e 1:e1ieve should be 
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inchlC'-ed. The ~ro:cd "duty" by itself appears to refer to some existing 

dlTey that is to be enforced as dis"~il1guished from a pas·;; (llrcy that has 

been "reached. 

2. Hhen a right or title asserted in an action requires a determination 

that s'.lch right or title existed or <exists in anO"C,,<el'- -as, for example, 

when an executor brings an action "pon a cause of ac"cion of ;,is decedent--a 

statement made by that other person "hile the holder of "elle right or 

title in question is as admissible against the part:i as it "ould be against 

the declarant if he "ere the party. 

The insertion of the "ord "riGlTc" in Section 1226 "as an attempt to 

state this principle. He believe "chat it is nmr s"cated more accurately 

in :Jection 1227. Under Section 1227, as under the c cmmon la", a statement 

maCle by the prececessor in interest after parting 1fith title is inadmissible 

uncle"' this principle. 

Subdivision (b) of Section 1227 contains the rllrase "uhile the 

declarant "as claimed by the party to be the holder ••• " for the following 

reasons stated by i-Jigmore: 

It is to be noted that, 19on this princi~le, statements made 
before title accrued in the declarant "ill not be receivable. On 
the other hand, the time of divestiture, after '.,hic11 no statements 
could be treated as admissions, is the t:iiiie'1rhen tlle party against 
"hom they are offered has by- ;,is = hypothesis acquired the title; 
·chus, in a suit, for example, oetween A's heL' ancl A's grantee, A's 
statements at any time before his death are recci\·aole against the 
heir; but only his statements 'uefore the grant a:'c receivable against 
the grantee. [4 Wigmore, Evidence 153.) 

3. wrongful death cases, and urongful injury- ol' a c"ild (C.C.P. § 376) 

cases, need separate treatment. Ai; the July meetinG, tIle Cmmission 

decided that the plaintiff in a urongful death case stands so completely 



on -"~le right of the decedent that the decedent's acu-.:issions of the 

nonliabilHy of the defendant shoulc1_ be admitted a.:;niilst plaintiff, even 

tho-.l::;;l as a technical matter the plaintiff is assertinG an independent 

ri:;l,;". Because the wrongful dea-tl" wrongful child-injury causes of 

of ac-cion are technically independent, a separate section is needed to 

make the statements of the person injured or deceased admissible as 

aOxuissions. Section 1226 does so. 

Respectfully SUJlilit-;;ecl, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
j,ssistant Executh-c 3ecretary 
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DIVISION 10. l:IT:ARSAY EVIDENCE 

CHAFTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

§ 1200. The hearsay rule. 

;1cv.-for Aug. 1964 Meeting 
1200-1203 

1200. (a) "Hearsay evidence" is evidence of a state.!llent made other 

than by a llitness while testifyinG at the hearing that is offered to prove 

the truth of the matter stated. 

(b) Except as I:rov1ded by rl~e of law, hearsay evidence is inadmissible. 

(c) This section shall be kn~m and may be cHed as the hearsay rule • 

. Ii 1m:!.. Multiple hearsay. 

1201. A statement within the scope of an exception to the hearsay rule 

is not inadmissible on the ground that the evidence of such statement is 

hearsay evidence if the hearsay evidence of such statement consists of one or 

more statements each of which meets the requirements of an exception to the 

hearsay rule. 

§ 1:20:2. Credibility of hearsay declarant. 

1202. Evidence of a statement or other conduct by a declarant inconsistent 

with a statement of such declarant received in evidence under an exception to 

the hearsay rule is not inadmissible for the purpose of discrediting the 

declarant, though he is given and has had no opportunity to deny or explain 

such inconsistent statement or other conduct. Any other evidence offered to 

attack or support the credibility of the declarant is admissible if it would 

have been admissible had the declarant been a witness. 

§ 1.2'03. Cross-examination of hearsay declarant. 

1203. (a) Except as provided in subdivisions (b) and (c), the 

declarant of a statement that is admitted as hearsay evidence may be called 

as a witness by the adverse party and eXamined as if under cross-examination 

concerning the statement and its subject matter. 
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(b) This section is not applicable if the declarant is (1) a party, 

(2) an agent, partner, or employee of a party, (3) a person united in interest 

with a party or for whose ~diate benefit the action is prosecuted or 

defended, or (4) a witness who has testified in the action. 

(c) This section is ~ot applicable if the staterrent is one described in 

Article l~ommencing wich Section ~220), Article 3 (co~encing with Section 

1235), or Article 10 (commencing uith Section 1300) of Chapter 2 of this division. 

(d) A statement that is otherwise admissible as hearsay evidence is not 

inadmissible under this section because the declarant who made the statement 

is unavailable for crocs-ex2.llination pursuant to th::'s scction. 

\.- § 12Cl~. Hearsay stateJ&ent Offered against criminal defendant. 

c 

1204. A statement that is otherwise admissible as hearsay evidence is 

inadmissible against the defendant in a criminal action unless the statement 

would be admissible under Section 1220 against the declarant if he were the 

defendant in a criminal action. 

§ 1:::05. Pretrial notice of certai:1 ~1earsay stateL,on'cs. 

1205. The judge may exclude evidence of a wrl';;inG tha;~ is offered as 

hcarsay evidence if the proponen'c t s intention to offer the evidence ,res not 

made knmm to the adverse party at such a time as -Go pro"ide him with a fair 

oPI'ortunity to prepare to meet Hand: 

(a) The writing is a record or other writinG in the custody of a 

public employee; or 
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(b) The evidence is inadmissible under the hearsay rlue except under 

Article 7 (cammencing with Section 1270), Article 8 (commencing with Section 

1230), Article 9 (commencing with Section 1290), ArCicle 13 (commencing with 

Sec-oion 1330), or Article 14 (commencing with Section 1340) of Chapter 2 of 

this aivision, or Sections 1315 or 1316 of this code. 

§ 1206. No implied repeal. 

1206. Nothing in this division shall be cons-ol'ued to repeal by 

implication any other statute relating to hearsay evidence. 
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CHAFTER 2. EXCEFTICllS TO THE EEARSAY RUIE 

Article 1. Confessions and Admissions 

§ ~, Confession or admission of criminal defendant. 

1220. Evidence of a statereent is not made inadmissible by the hearsay 

rule when offered against the defendant in a criminal action if the state-

ment was made by him freely and voluntarily and was not made: 

(a) Under circumstances likely to cause the defendant to make a false 

statereent; or 

(b) Under such circumstances that it is inadmissible under the Constitu-

tion of the United states or the Constitution of this State. 

.! 122.1. Admission of party to civil action. 

1221. Evidence of a statement is not made inadmissible by the hearsay 

rule when offered against the declarant in a civil action to which he is a 

party in either his individual or representative capacity, regardless of 

whether the statement was reade in his individual or representative capacity. 

~,122;;:' Adoptive admission. 

1222. Evidence of a statement offered against a party is not made 

inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the statement is one of which the party, 

with knowledge of the content thereof, has by words or other conduct manifested 

his adoption of it or his beli~; in its truth. 
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§ 1223. Authorized admissions. 
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1223. Evidence of a statemeiL offered agains·:; c. parc,' is not made 

ina(11nissib1e by the hearsay rule if: 

(a) The statement was made ':oJ a person author:,-:cd uy the party to 

make a statement or statements for "im concerning ·:;he sui)ject matter of 

the statement; and 

(b) The evidence is offered either after admiGsion of evidence 

sufficient to sustain a finding of such authority or, in the judge's 

discretion as to the order of prooy, subject to the admission of such evidence. 

§ 1224. Admission of co-conspirator. 

1224. Evidence of a statement offered against a party is not made 

inacIlissib1e by the hearsay rule if: 

(a) The statement was made by the declarant lIhile participating in 

a conspiracy to commit a crime or civil wrong and within the scope of his 

express or implied authority to act in furtherance of the objective of that 

conspiracy; 

(b) The statement was made prior to or during the time that the 

parcy ,las also participating in t:,at conspiracy; and 

(c) The evidence is offered either after admission of evidence 

sufficient to sustain a finding of the facts specified in subdivisions (a) 

and (b) or, in the judge's discretion as to the order of proof, subject to 

the admission of such evidence. 

§ 1225. Statement of agent, partner, or employee. 

1225. Evidence of a statement offered againsoc a party is not made 

inadmissible by the hearsay rule oj -? 
... ..l. • 
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(a) 

(b) 

The statement is that of an agent, partner, or employee of the party; 

The statement concerned a matter within t:", scope of the agency, 

partnership, or employment and WaG made during that relationship; 

(c) The statement would be aibissible if made by the declarant at 

the hearing; and 

(d) The evidence is offered either after proof of the existence of 

the relationship bet;reen the declru:ant and the party or, in the judge's 

discretion as to the order of proof, subject to such proof. 

§ 1226. Statement of declarant "'hose liability or breach of duty is in issue. 

1226. Evidence of a statement offered against a party in a civil 

action is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if: 

(a) The liability, .obligaticn, cr duty of the declarant, or a breach 

of duty by the declarant, is in issue between the party and the proponent 

of -elle evidence; and 

(b) '. ~he evidence would be admissible if offered against the declarant 

in ail action involVing that liability, obligation, duty, cr breach of duty. 

§ 1227. Statement of declarant '.lhose right or title is in issue. 

1227. Evidence of a statement offered against a party in a civil action 

is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if: 

(a) A right or title of the declarant is in issue bet-.ieen the party and 

the proponent of the evidence; 

(b) The statement was made lIhile the declara.'1t ,·ras claimed by the 

C=' party to be the holder of such risht or title; and 

(c) The evidence would be aWmissible if offered against the declarant 

in an action upon that right or title. 
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§ 1228. statement of declarant in action for his llrOng:fu1 injury or death. 

1228. Evidence of a statement is not made inadmissible ~ the hears8¥ 

rule if offered against the plaintiff in an action brought under Section 376 

or 377 of the Code of Civil Procedure for the injury or deeth of the declarant. 

Article 2. Declarations Against Interest 

§1230. Dcclaro.tion~inst intereat. 

123P. Evidence of a state~ent by a declarant having sufficient knowledge of 

the subject is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the statement, vhen 

made, was so far contrary to the declarant's pecuniary or proprietary interest, 

or so far subjected him to the risk of civil or criminal liability, or so ~ar 

tended to render invalid a claim by him against another, or created such a 

risk of making him an object of hatred, ridicule, or social disgrace in the 

co~unity, that a reasonable man in his position would not have made the 

statement unless he believed it to be true. 
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Article 3. Prior Statements of Witnesses 

1235. Prior inconsistent statement. 

1235. Evide!lce of a statement made by a uitness is not 

made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if: 

(a) The statement wouJ.d have been admissible if n:ad.e by him while 

testifying, and 

(b) The statement is inconsistent with his testimony at the bearing 

And ia offered in compliance with Section 787. 

g36. Prior cOllsistent statement. 

1236 •. Evidence of a statement previously msde by a witness·is 

not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if: 

(al The statement would have been admissible if made by him whUe 

testifying, and 

(b) The statement is consistent with his testimony at the hearing 

and is offered in compliance with Section 788. 

12 37~ Past recollection recorded. 

1237. Evidence of a statement previously made by a witness is not . 

made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the statement would have been 

admissible if made by him while testifying at the hearing 

and the statement concerns a matte. as to which the witness has no present 

recollection and is contained in a writing which: 

(a) Was mad'" at a time when the fact recorded in the writing actually 

occurred or was fresh in the witness' !temery; 
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other ~erson for the ~u~ose of recording the witness' statement at the time 

it was n:.ade; 

(c) Is offered after the witness testifies that the statement he made 

was a true statement of such fact; and 

record of the statement. 
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Article 4. Spontaneous, Contemporaneous, and Dying Declarations 

1240. Spontaneous statement. 

1240. Evidence of a statement is not made inadmissible by the hearsay 

rule if the statement: 

(a) Purports to state what the declarant perceived relating to an act, 

condition, or event which the stat~ent narrates, describes, or explains; and 

(b) Was made spontaneously while the declarant was under the stress of 

excitement caused by such perception. 

1241. contemporaneous statement. 

1241. Evidence of a statement that narrates, describes, or explains an 

act, condition; or event is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the 

statement was mde "hile the dec.la.rant was perceiving the act, condition, or 

event. 

1242. Dying Declaration. 

1242. Evidence of a statement made by a person since deceased is not 

made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the statement would be admissible if 

made by the declarant at the hearing and was made under a sense of impending 

death, voluntarily and in good faith, and in the belief that there was no 

hope of his recovery. 
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Article 5. Statements of Mental or PhYSical State 

l25Q Statement of declarant's then existing physical or mental condition. 

1250. (a) Subject to Section 1253, evidence of a statement of the 

declarant's then existing state of mind, emotion, or physical sensation (in-

eluding a statement of intent, plan, motive, design, mental feeling, pain, or 

bodily health) is not made ir~dmissible by the hearsay rule when: 

(1) Such mental or physical condition is in issue and the evidence is 

offered on that issue; or 

(2) The evidence is offered to prove or explain acts or conduct of the 

declarant. 

(b) This section does not make admissible evidence of a statement of 

memory or celief to prove the fact remembered or believed. 

1251. statement of declarant 1 s previously existing physical or mental condition. 

1251. Subject to Section 1253, evidence of a statement of the declarant's 

state of mind, emotion, or physical sensation (including a statement of intent, 

plan, motive, design, mental feeling, pain, or bodily health) at a time prior 

to the statement is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if: 

(a) The declarant is unavailable as a witness; and 

(b) The evidence is offered to prove such prior state of mind, emotion, 

or physical sensation when it is itself an issue in the action and the evidence 

is not offered to prove any fact other than such state of mind, emotion, or 

physical sensation. 

1252. Statement of previous SymptomB .• 

1252. Subject to Section 1253, evidence of a statement of the declarant 1 s 

previous symptoms, pain, or physical sensation. made to a phYSician consulted 

for treatment or for diagnosis with a view to treatment, is not made inadmissible 
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by the hearsay rule when relevant to an issue of the declarant's bodily condition· 

1253. Limitation on admissibility of statements of mental or physical state. 

1253. This article does not make evidence of a statement admissible if 

the statement was made under such circumstances that the declarant in making 

such statement had motive or reason to deviate from the truth. 

Article 6. Statements Relating to Wills and' to Claims Against Estates 

1260. Statement concerning declarant's will. 

1260. (a) Evidence of a staten:ent by a declarant who is unavailable as 

a witness that he has or has not,~de a will, or has or has not revoked ~is 

will, or that identifies his will, is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule. 

(b) This section does not make evidence of a statement admissible if the 

statement was n:ade under such circumstances that the declarant in making such 

statement had motive or reason to deviate from the truth. 

1261. Statement of decedent offered in action against his estate. 

1261. Evidence of a st.atement is not made inadmissible by the hearsay 

rule when offered in an action upon a claim or demand against the estate of 

the declarant if the statement was made upon the persorsl knowledge of the 

declarant at a time when the matter had been recently perceived by him and 

while his recollection was clear and when the declarant in making such 

statement had no motive or reason to deviate from the truth. 
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Artic~e 7. B~sicess Records 

1270. "A business. " 

1270. As used in this article, "a business" includes every kind ot' 

business, governmental activity, profession, occupation, calling, or operation 

of institutions, whether carried on for profit or not. 

1271. Business record. 

1271. Evidence of 0. w:t"iting L:ode as 0. record of = act, condition, or 
even-~ is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule ,'Then offered to prove the 

act, condition, or event if: 

(a) The writing was made in t;lle regular courGC or 0. business, at or near 

the time of the act, condition, or event; 

(b) The custodian or other qualified witness testifies to its identity 

and the mode of its preparation; and 

(c) The sources of information and method and time of preparation were 

such as to indicate its trustworthiness. 

1272. Absence of entry in business records. 

1272. Evidence of the absence from the records of a business of a record 

of an asserted act, condition, or event is not made inadmissible by the hearsay 

rule when offered to prove the non-occurrence of the act or event, or the non-

existence of the condition, if: 

(a) It was the regular course of that business to make records of all 

such acts, conditions, or events, at or near the time of the act, condition, 

or event, and to preserve them; and 

(b) The sources of information and method and time of preparation of the 

records of that business are such as to indicate that the absence of a record 

of an act, condition, or event warrants an inference that the act or event ~;~ 

not occur or the condition did not exist. 
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Article 8. Official Reports and Other Official 1.Jritings 

1280. Report of public employee. 

1280. Eyidence of a ,rriting me.Cle aD "" record or :.-eport of an act, condi-

tion, or event is not made inad:al1osible by the hears,,-y rule "hen offered to 

prove the act, conditicn, or event if: 

(a) The writing was !Jade by and "ithin the scopc of' duty of a public 

employee of thc United Sto.tC8 cr C lYclolic entity of 2:Iry 3ta-~0; 

(0) The writing ~as cad8 at or near the time o~ the act, condition,or 

even-" ; and 

(c) The sources of information and method and time of preparation were 
such os to indicate its trustworthincss. 

1281. Report of vital statistic. 

1281. Evidence of a writing made as a record or report of a birth, fetal 

death, death, or mrriage is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the "'"ke:. 

was required by statute to file the writing in a designated public office 

and the writing was made and filed as required by the statute. 

1282. Finding of presumed death by authorized federal employee. 

1282. A written finding of presumed death made by an employee of the 

United States authorized to make such finding pursuant to the Federal Missing 

Persons Act (50 U.S.C. App. Supp. lCOI-I016), as enacted or as heretofore or 

hereafter amended shall be received in any court, office or other place in 

this State as evidence of the death of the person therein found to be dead 

and of the date, circumstances, and place of his disappearance. 

1283. Report by federal emwloyee that person is missing, captured, or the like. 

1283. An official written report or record that a person is missing, 

missing in action, interned in a foreign country, captured by a hostile force, 
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beleaguered by a hostile force, or besieged by a hostile force, or is dead, 

or is alive, nade by an employee of the United States authorized by any law 

of the United States to make such report or record shall be received in any 

court, office, or other place in this State as evidence that such person is 

missing, missing in action, interned in a foreign country, captured by a 

hostile force, beleaguered by a hostile force, or besieged by a hostile 

force, or is dead, or is alive, as the case may be. 

12B4. Statement of absence of public record. 

1284. Evidence of a writ:l.og made by the public eliIPloyee who is the 

official custodian of the records in a public office, rcciting diligent search 

and failure to find a record, is not made inadmissible by the hears~ rule when 

offered to prove the absence of ~ rcccrd in that of lice. 

Article '9. Fomer Testimony 

1290. "Fomer testimony. " 

1290. As used in this article, "fomer testimony" lLeans testimony given 

under oath or affirmation in: 

(a) Another action or in a former hearing or trial of the same action; 

(b) A proceeding to determine a controversy conducted by or under the 

8upervision of a governmental agency having the power to determine such a 

controversy; 
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(c) A deposition taken in compliance vith lav in ano"ner a~tion; or 

(d) An arbitration proceeding if the evidence of such former testimony 

is a correct vercatim transcript thereof made by a certified shorthand reporter. 

1291. Former testimony offered against party to former proceeding. 

12 91. (a) Evidence of former test:illony is not made inadmissible by 

the hearsay rule if the declarant is unavailable as a witness and~ 

(1) The former testimony is offered against a person who offered it 

in evidence in his own behalf on the former occasion or against the successor 

in interest of such person; or 

(2) The party against whom the former testimony is offered was a party 

to the action or proceeding in which the testimony was given and had the right 

and opportunity to cross-examine with an interest and reotive similar to that 

which he has at the hearing, except that testimony in a deposition taken in 

another action and testimony given in a preliminary examination in another 

criminal action is not made admissible by this paragraph against the defendant 

in a criminal action unless it was received in evidence at the trial of such 

other action. 

(b) Except for objections to the form of the ~uestion which were not 

made at the time the former testimony was given and objections based on 

competency or privilege which did not exist at that time, the admissibility 

of former testimony under this section is subject to the saree limitations 

and objections as though the declarant were testifying in person. 

! 1292. Former testimony offered against person not a party to former proceeding. 
'---

1292. (a) Evidence of forn:er testimony is not rrade inadmissible by 

the hearsay rule if: 
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(1) The declarant is unavailable as a witness; 

(2) The former testimony is offered in a civil action or against the 

people in a criminal action; and 

(3) The issue is suCh that the party to the action or proceeding in 

which the former testimony was given had the right and opportunity to cross-

examine with an interest and motive similar to that which the party against 

whom the testimoD¥ is offered has at the hearing. 

(b) Except for objections based on competency or privilege which did 

not exist at the time the former testimony was given, the admissibility of 

former testimony under this section is subject to the same limitations and 

objections as though the declarant were testifying in person. 
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1300. Judgment of felony conviction. 
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1300. Evidence of a final juccment adjudging a person guilty of a 

felony is not made inadmissible byi;:le hearsay rule IIhen offered in a 

civil action to prove any fact essential to the juC,cment unless the judgment 

was oased on a plea of nolo contencere. 

1301. Judgment against person entitled to indemnity. 

1301. Evidence of a final judgment is not made inadmissible by the 

hearsay rule when offered by the judgment debtor to prove any fact which 

was essential to the judgment in an action in which he seeks to: 

(a) Recover partial or total indemnity or exoneration for money 

pa;'C, or liability incurred because of the judgment. 

(b) Enforce a warranty to protect the judgmen·" debtor against the 

lia"Jility determined by the judgment. 

(c) Recover damages for breac;l of warranty suos·cantially the same 

as a uarranty determined by the juC.cment to have been breached. 

1302. Judgment determining liability of third person. 

1302. When the liability, obligation, or duty of a third person is 

in insue in a civil action, evidence of a final ~u'~311ent aGainst that 

person is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule \lhen offered to prove 

suc;, liability, obligation, or duty. 
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Article ll. Family History 

1310. Statement concerning declarant's own family ,cistory. 

1310. (a) Subject to subdivision (b), evidence of a statement by a 

declarant who is unavailable as a witness concerning his own o~rth, marriage, 

divorce, legitimacy, relationship by blood or marria2e, racial ancestry, 

or ocher similar fact of his family history is not made inadmissible by 

the llearsay rule, even though the declarant had no lleans of acquiring 

pel'.sonal knowledge of the matter u_eclared. 

(b) This section does not mnkc evidence of a statement admissible if 

the staterrent vas rrade under su~~ circumstances that the declarant in making 

such statettent had motive or reason to deviate frcm the truth. 

13ll. Statement concerning family :l1story of another. 

1311. (a) Subject to subdivision (b), evidence of a etatelllent concerning 

the birth, marriage, divorce, death, legitimacy, racial ancestry, relationship 

by blood or marriage, or other similar fact of the family history of a 

person other than the declarant is not made inadmissible by the hearsay 

rule if the declarant is unavailable as a witness an~: 

(1) The declarant was related to the other by blood or n:arriagej or 

(2) The declarant was othe~rise so intimately associated with the 

other's family as to be likely to have accurate information concerning 

the rratter declared and made the statement (i) upon inforL~tion received 

from the other or from a person rel~ted by blood or 3aITiace to the other 

or (ii) upon repute in the other's camily. 
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(b) This section does not mal<c evidence of a statement admissible if 

the statement was mde under circunstances that the declarant in mkiDg such 

statement had motive or reason to deviate from the truth. 

1312. Entries in family records Sl1~ the like. 

1312. Evidence of entries in family bibles or other family books or 

crr~'ts, engravings en rings, family pcrtra1ts, engravings en urns, crypts, or 

tonbctones, and the like, is not rrade inadmissible by the hearsay rule 

when offered to prove the birth, marriage, divorce, death, legitimacy, racial 

ances'cry, or other similar fact of the family history of a member of the 

fakily by blood or marriage. 

131~. Reputation in family concerning family history. 

1313. Evidence of reputation among members of a family is not made 

inaCcIllissib1e by the hearsay rule i; the reputation coacerns the birth, 

marriage, divorce, death, legiticlllacy, racial ances·cl'y, or other similar 

fact of the family history of a member of the family 1y blood or marriage 

and the evidence is offered to pro're the truth of the ma'i;-;;er reputed. 

1314. Ccmmunity reputation concerning family history. 

1314. Evidence of reputation in a community concerning the date or 

fac'" of birth, marriage, divorce, Ql' death of a pel'son resident in the 

conlLluni ty at the ticllle of the reputo::;ion is not made inadmissible by the 

hearsay rule when offered to prove "the truth of the matter reputed. 
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1315. Church records concerning f~~ily history. 

1315. EVidence of a statement concerning a person's birth, marriage, 

divorce, death, 1egitin:acy, racial ancestry, relationship by blood or marriage, 

or o-eher similar fact of family history is not made inadmissible by 

the hearsay rule if: 

(a) 'The statement is containecl in a writing made as a record of an 

ad;, condition, or event that would be admissible as evidence of such 

ac-i;, condition, or event under Section 1271; 

(b) The statement is of a ki~d customarily recorded in connection 

~Ti"o;, the act, condition, or event recorded in the ,ai ting; and 

(c) The writing was made as a record of a church, religious denomina-

tion or religious society. 

1316. ~arriage, baptismal, and siBilar certificates. 

1316. Evidence of a statement concerning a ~erson's birth, marriage, di-" 

vorce,death,legitilL9.cy, racial ancestIJ) relationohip by blood or marriage, or 

other similar fact of family history is not made inaclDissible by the 

heal'say rule if the statement is contained in a cerciIicate that the maker 

thereof performed a marriage or other ceremony or aCMinistered a sacrament 

ant".: 

(a) The certificate was made by a clergyman, civil officer, or other 

person authorized to perform the acts reported in -i;ile certificate by law 

0" 1)y the rules, regulations, or requirements of a church, religious 

denorJination, or religious society; and 

(b) The certificate "as issued by such person at the time and place 

of "he ceremony or sacrament or l<ithin a reasonable tillle thereafter. 
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13m-1323 

/c:cGicle 12. Reputation and Sta~cements Concernin:; ComrL1lni ty History, 
Property Inte,'ec~cs, and Charactci' 

1320. Reputation concerning c~w'ity history. 

1320. Evidence of reputation in a ccmmunity is not made inadmissible 

by ·Ghe hearsay rule when offered to prove the trutl: of the matter reputed 

if ·clle reputation concerns an event of general history of the community 

or of the state or nation of which ~:;he community is a part and the event 

was of importance to the community. 

1321. Reputation concerning public interest in pro~erty. 

1321. Evidence of reputation in a community is nO~G made inadmiSSible 

by ~,he hearsay rule when offered ~;;o prove the truth o,? the matter reputed 

if the reputation concerns the in~ce:oest of the public in pl'operty in the 

cCDDunity and the reputation, if any, arose before controversy. 

1322. Reputation concerning boundary or custom affecting land. 

1322. Evidence of reputation in a community is not "lade 1nadm; ssible 

by "he hearsay rule when offered to prove the truth of the matter reputed 

if ·:;:,8 reputation concerns boundaries of, or cuStO;;lS affecting, land in 

the ccmmunity and the reputation, if any, arose befcre controversy. 

1323. Statement concerning boundary. 

1323. Evidence of a statED'.ent concerning the boundary of land is not rr.ade 

inadmissible by the hearsay rule if the declarant is unavailable as a witness and 

had SUfficient kncwledge of t1:e subject, cut evidence of a staten:ent is not 

admissible under this section if the statement was made under such circumstances 
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1323-1330 

that the declarant in making such' statement had motive or reason to 

deviate frem the truth. 

1321.,. Reputation concerning charac'oer. 

1324. Evidence of a person's General reputation with reference to 

his character or a trait of his character at a relevant time in the community 

in ",'ieh he then resided or in a [7oup with which he then habitually 

associated is not made inadmissible by the hearsay rule uhen offered to 

prove the truth of the matter reputed. 

Article 13. Dispositive Instruments and Ancien';; ,:ritings 

1330. Recitals in writings affecting property. 

1330. Evidence of a. statement contained in,a deed of conveyance or a. will 

or other.writing purporting to affect an interest in real or perso~l property 

is not made inadmissible by the heal'!3ay rule if: 

(a) 'Ihe matter stated was relevant to the pili'pose of the writing; 

(b) The matter stated would be relevant to an issue as to an interest 

in ';;he property; and 

(c) The dealings with the property since the statement was made have 

not Deen inconsistent with the truth of the statement. 
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1331-1341 

1331. Evidence of a statement is not mde inadmissible by the hearsay 

rule if the statement is contained in a writing more than· 30 years old and the 

stacenent has been since generally acted upon as true by persons having 

an interest in the matter. 

,',l-ticle 14. Commercial, Scientific, and Similar Fublications 

1340. Commercial lists and the like. 

1340. Evidence of a statement, other than an opinion, contained in a tab

ulation, list, director, register, or other published compilation is not made 

ina(Cmissible by the- hearsay rule if the ccmpilation is generally used and 

relied upon by persons engaged in an occupation as accurate. 

131fl. Publications concerning fads of general no'cm,-iety and interest. 

1341. Historical works, books of science or ar'c, and published maps 

or charts, made by persons indifferent between the pal"cies, are not made 

inaclmissible by the hearsay rule ,:hen offered to prove fac'cs of general 

notoriety and interest. 
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DIVISION 10. HEARSAY EVIDENCE 

CHAPl'ER 1. GbNERAL PROVISIONS 

§1200. The hears rule. 

C=ent. Sect"ion 1200 states the hearsay rule. That hear-

say evidence is inadmissible unless the evidence is lfithin an 

exception to that rule has been the law of California since the 

earliest days of the state. 

175 p.2d 12 (1946); KUburn v. Ritchie, 2 Cal. 145 (1852). Nevertheless, 

Section 1200 is the first statutory statement of the rule. Code of CivU 

Procedure Section 1845 (s~erseded by Evidence Code 0 102) permits a witness 

to testit,y concerning those facts only that are personally known to him 

"except in those few express cases in which ••• the declarations of others, 

are admiSSible"; and that section has been considered to be the statutory 

basis for the hearsay rule. People v. Spriggs, 60 Cal.2d _, _, 389 

P.2cl 311, 380, 36 Cal. Rptr. 841, 844 (1964). It has been reCognized, 

houever, as an insufficient basis for the hearsay rule. The section merely 

states the requirement of personal knowletlge, and a uitness testifying to 

the hearsay statement of another must have personal knowledge of that state-

ment just as he must have personal knowledge of any other matter concerning 

which he testifies. Sneed v. Marysville Gas etc. Co., 149 Cal. 104, 108, 

87 Pac. 316, 378 (1906). 

Under Section 1200, exceptions to the hearsay rule must be created by 

statute. This wID change the California law; for inasmuch as the rule 

excluding hearsay was Dot statutory, the courts have not been bound by 

"," the statutes in recognizing exceptions to the rule. See, I\lople v. Sprigs, 60 

Cal.2d -' _, 389 P.2d 311, 380, 36 Cal. Rptr. 841, 844 (1964). 
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"Hearsay evidence" is defined in Section 155 as "evidence of a state

ment made other than by a witness ,[hile testifying at the hearing that is 

offered to prove the truth of the matter stated." Under existing case law, 

too, the hearsay rule applies only to out-of-court statements that are 

offered to prove the truth of the matter asserted. If the statement is 

offered for some purpose other than to prove the fact stated therein, the 

evidence is not objectionable under the hearsay rule. Uerner v. state Bar, 

24 Cal.2d 6il, 621, 150 P.2d 892, (1944); Smith v. Whittier, 95 Cal. 

Z79, 30 Pac. 529 (1892). See WITlaN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE §§ 21.5-21.8 (1958). 

The word "statement" that is used in the definition of "hearsay evidence" 

is G.efined in Section 225 as "oral or written expression" or "nonverbal 

conduct • • • intended • • • as a substitute for lTords in expressing the 

matter stated." Hence, evidence of a person's out-of-court conduct is not 

inadmissible under the hearsay rule expressed in Section 1200 unless that 

concluct is clearly assertive in character. Nonassertive conduct is not hearsa;r. 

Some California cases have regarded evidence of nonassertive conduct as 

hearsay evidence if it is offered to prove the actor's belief in a particular 

fact as a baSis for an inference that the fact believed is true. See, ~ 

Estate of De Iaveaga, 165 Cal. 601, 624, 133 Pac. 301, (19l3)(Jltbe 

manner in which a person whose sanity is in question uas treated by his 

family is not, taken alone, competent substantive evidence tending to prove 

insanity, for it is a mere extra-judicial expression of opinion on the part 

of the family"); People v. Mendez, 193 Cal. 39, 52, 223 Pac. 65, (1924) 

("Circumstances of fl.ight [of other ;persons from the scene of a crime 1 are 

in the nature of confessions • • • and are, therefore, in the nature of hearsay 

evi<lence II ) • 
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Other California cases, ho,rever, have admitted evidence of nonassertive 

con~uct as evidence that the belief giving rise to the conduct was based 

on fact. See, e.g., People v. Reifenstuhl, 37 Cal. _".pp.2d 402, 99 P.2d 

564 (1940)(hearing denied)(incominG telephone calls made for the purpose 

of placing bets admissible over hearsay objection to prove that place of 

reception was bookmaking establishment). 

Under the Evidence Code, nonassertive conduct is not regarded as hearsay 

for -~'-IO reasons: First, such conduct, being nonassertive, does not involve 

the veracity of the declarantj hence, one of the principal reasons for the 

heal"say rule--to exclude declarations where the veracity of the declarant 

cannot be tested by cross-examination--does not apply. Second, there is 

frequently a guarantee of the trustllorthiness of the inference to be drawn 

from such nonassertive conduct because the actor has based his actions on 

thc correctness of his belief. To put the matter another nay, in such CMC. 

actions speak louder than words. 

Of course, if the probative value of evidence of nonassertive conduct 

is out,{eighed by the likelihood that such evidence uill confuse the issues, 

mislead the jury, or consume too much time, the judGe may exclude the evidence 

under Section 352. 

§ 1201. Multiple hearsay. 

Comment, Section 1201 makes it possible to use admissible hearsay 

to prove another statement was made that is also admissible hearsay. For 

example, under Section 1201, an official reporter's trooacript 

of the testimony at another trial may be used to prove the nature of the 

testimony previously given (Section 1280), the formcr testimony may be used 
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as ;,earsay evidence (under Section 1291) to prove t:,at a party made an 

admission. The admission is admissible (Section 1221) to prove the truth 

of t:'e matter stated. Thus, under Section 1201, the evidence of the 

admission contained in the transcript is admissible because each of the 

heal'say statements involved is within an exception to the hearsay rule. 

Although no California case has been found where the admissibility of 

"multiple hearsay" has been analyzed and discussed, the practice is 

apparently in accord with the rule stated in Section 1201 See,~, 

People v. Collup, 27 Cal..2d 829, 167 P.2d 714 (1946)(transcript of former 

testimony used to prove admission). 

§ 1202. Credibility of hearsay declarant. 

Comment. Section 1202 deals lrith the impeachment of one whose hears<.,{ 

statement is in evidence as distinGUished from the impeacl.ment of a witness 

who ;,as testified. It has two purposes. First, it L1al~es clear that such 

evic:ence is not to be excluded on 'o:,e ground that it is collateral. Second, 

it makes clear that the rule applying to impeachment of a vUness--that a 

wi-;;uess may be impeached by a prior inconsistent statement only if he is 

provided with an opportunity to explain it--does not apply to a hearsay 

declarant. 

The California courts have permitted a party to impeach hearsay evidence 

given under the former testimony exception with evidence of an inconsistent 

statement by the hearsay declarant, even though the declarant had no 

opportunity to explain or deny the inconsistency, \Tilen the inconsistent 

statement was made after the former testimony was (liven. People v. Collup, 

27 Cal.2d 829, 167 P.2d 714 (1946). The courts ;mve also permitted dying 
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,-
\~, declarations to be impeached by evidence of contradictory statereents by 

the deceased, although no foundation was laid. People v. Lawrence, 21 Cal. 

360 (1863). Apparently, however, former testimony may not be impeached by 

evidence of an inconsistent statement made prior to the former testimony 

unless the would-be impeacher either did not know of the inconsistent 

statement at the time the former testimony was given or 'provided the 

declarant with an opportunity to <leny or explain the inconsistent statement. 

People v. Greenwell, 20 Cal. A'pp.2cl. 266, 66 P.2d 674 (1937) as limited by 

People v. Collup, 27 Cal.2d 829, 167 P.2d 714 (1946). 

Section 1202 substitutes for this case law a uniform rule permitting 

a hearsay declarant to be impeached by inconsistent statements in all cases, 

wheU,er or not the declarant has been given an opportilllity to deny or 

explain the inconsistency. If the hearsay declarant is unavailable as a 

witness, the party against whom the evidence is admitted should not be 

depTived of both his right to crosG-examine and his right to impeach. ~f., 

People v. Lawrence, 21 Cal. 368, 372 (1863). If the hearsay declarant is 

available, the party electing to use the hearsay of such a declarant show,d 

have the burden of calling him to e;'P1ain or deny any alleged inconsistencies. 

Of course, the trial judge may curb efforts to impeach hearsay declar-

ants if he determines that the inquiry is straying into remote and collateral 

matters. Section 352. 

Section 1202 provides thL.t inccnsistent statements of a hearsay declarant 

!'lAy not be used to prove the truth of the matters s'Gated. In centrast, 

Section 1235 provides that evidence of prior inconsistent statements made 

by a trial witness may be admitted to prove the tru'cil of the matters stated. 

/'-
! Unless the declarant is a witness and subject to cros&oexamination upon the 
'--
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r" 
~._ subject matter of his statements, there is not a sufficient guarantee of 

,-
',-

the trustworthiness of his out-of-court statements to warrant their 

reception as substantive evidence unless they fall 1Iithin seme recognized 

exception to the hearsay rule. 

§ 1203. Cross-examination of hearsay declarant" 

Ccmment. Hearsay evidence is generally excluded from evidence because 

of -che lack of opportunity for the adverse party to Cl'oss-examine the 

hearsay declarant before the trier of fact. People v. Bob, 29 Cal.2d 

321, 325, 175 P.2d 12, (1946). In some situations, hearsay evidence is 

admitted because of some exceptional need for the evidence and because there 

is seme circumstantial evidence of trustworthiness t:lat justifies a violatioD 

of a party's right of cross-examination. People v. =rust, 47 Cal.2d 776, 

785, 306 P.2d 480, (1957); Tumey v. Sousa, 1!~6 Cal. App.2d 787, 791, 

304 P.2d 1025, (1956). 

~ven though it is necessary or desirable to permit some hearsay evide~cc 

to be received wi"thout guaranteeing the adverse party the right to cross·· 

examine the declarant, there seems to be no reason to prohibit the adverse 

par"vy from cross-examining the declarant altogether. The policy in favor 

of cross-examination that underlies the hearsay rule, therefore, indicates 

that the adverse party should be accorded the right to call the declDrant 

of a statement that has been received and to cross-examine him concerning 

the subject matter of his statemen-c. 

Hence, Section 1203 has been included in the 0ridence Code to reverse, 

insofar as a hearsay declarant is concerned', the traditicno.l rule that a 

witness called by a party is a witness for that party and may not be cross-

examined by him. As a hearsay declara.~t 1s in practical effect a witness 
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( .,... against that ~arty, Section 1203 gives the party aGainst ,Thom a hearsay 

statement is admitted the right to call and cross-examine the hearsay 

declarant concerning the subject matter of the hearsay statement just as 

he has the right to cross-exacine the witnesses who appear personally and 

testify against him at the trial. 

§ 1204. Hearsay statement offered against criminal clefendant. 

Comment. In People v, Underuood, 61 Cal.2d _, __ P.2d _, 37 Cal. Rptr. 

313 (1964), the California Supreme Court held that a prior inconsistent 

statement of a witness could not be introduced to impeach him in a criminal 

trial when the prior inconsistent statement would have been inadmissible 

as an involuntary conression if the uitness bad been the defendant. Sectio" 

1204 applies the principle of the Underwood decision to all hearsay stateIl'~:' ." 

§ 1205. Pretrial delivery of copy or certain hearsay statements. 

Comment. [The form of this rule has not yet been formulated.] 

§ 1206. No implied repeal. 

Comment. Although some of the statutes proviclinc for the admissioL 

of hearsay evidence will be repealecl when' the Evidence Code is enacted, the~':: 

will remain in the various codes a number of statutes uhich, for the most 

part, are narrowly drawn to make a parti cular type of hearsay evidence 

admissible under specifically limited circumstances. It is neither desirable 

nor feasible to repeal these statutes, Section 1206 makes it clear that these 

statutes will not be impliedly repealed by the enactment or the Evidence 

Cocle. 
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CIlAPrER 2. EXCEFTIOl-TS TO THE HEARSf,Y RULE 

Article 1. Confessions and Admissions 

§ 1220. Confession or admission of eriminal defendant. 

Ccmment. Section 1220 restates the existing lau governing the 

adI,lissibility of the confession or admission of a defendant in a criminal 

action. People v. Jones, 24 Cal.2d 601, 150 P.2d 801 (1941+); People v. Rogers, 

22 Cal.2d 787, 141 P.2d 722 (1943); People v, Loper, 159 Cal.6, 112 P. 720 

(1910); People v. Speaks, 156 Cal. ,~pp.2d 25, 319 P.2cl 709 (1957); People v. 

Haney, 46 Cal. App. 317, 189 Pac. 338 (1920); People Y. Lisenea, 14 Cal.2d 

403, 91}P.2d 569 (1939); People v. ;,:;chley, 53 Cal.2d 160, 346 P.2d 764 (1959). 

See also Tentative Recommendation and a Study RelatinG to the Uniform Rules 

of . ;:iclence (Article VIII. HearsaT Evidence), 4 cn.. LAF 

,r REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES at 475-482 (1)63). 

J,lthough subdivision (b) is technically unnecessary, for the sake of 

COtlr1eteness it is desirable to ghe express recogni'cion to the fact that 

any rule of admissibility established by the Legislature is subject to the 

requirements of the Federal a.~d State Constitutions. 

§ 1221. Admission of party to civil action. 

Comment. Section 1221 states existing law as found in Code of Civil 

Procedure Section 1870(2). The rationale underlying this exception is 

that the party cannot object to the lack of the right to cross-examine the 

declarant, since the party himself made the statement. Noreover, the party 

can cross-examine the witness who testifies to the party's statement and can 

deny or explain the purported admission. '[he statement need not be one which 

woulcl be admissible if made at the hearing. See Shields v. Oxnard Harbor 

Dist., 46 Cal. App.2d 477, 116 P.2cl 121 (1941). 
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§ 1222. Adoptive admission. 

Comment. Section 1222 restates and supersedes subdivision 3 of Code of 

Civil rrocedure Section 1870. See Tentative Recorrlllendation and a Study 

Rel,xGing to the Unifoxm Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 

4 CleL. IAti REVISION CCMM'N, REP., lillC. & STUDIES at 484 (1$63). 

§ 1223. Authorized admission. 

Comment. Section 1223 provides a hearsay excep-Gion for authorized 

adL~issions. Under this exception, if a party authorized an agent to make 

stc.ten:ents on his behalf, such statements may be i'~troduced against the 

party under the same conditions as if they had been L,ade by the party himself. 

Secc~on 1223 restates and supersedes the first porEen of s-~bdivision 5 of Code 

of evil Procedure Section 1870. Tentative Reccrrlwndntion s.."ld a Study Relating 

to Ghe Uniform Rules of Evidence (f.rticle VIII. Heo.rsay L'vidence), 4 CAL. 

u..;: REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES at 484-4>0 (1963). 

§ 1224. Admission of co-conspira-cor. 

Comment. Section 1224 is a specific example of a kind of authorized 

adrJission that is admissible under Section 1223. 'l'he statement is admitted 

because it is an act of the conspiracy for "hich the party, as a co-conspirator, 

is leGally responsible. People v. Lorraine, 90 Cal. /lpp. 317, 327, 265 Pac. 

893, (1928). See CAL. CONT. ED. EAR, CALIFORNIA CRHUNAL lAW PRACTICE 

471-472 (1964). Section 1224 restates and supersedes the provisions 

of subdivision 6 of Code of Civil Frocedure Section 1870. 

§ 1225. Statement of agent, partner, or employee. 

Comment. Section 1223 makes authorized extrajudicial statements 

admi:Jsible. Section 1225 goes beyond this, making mnissib1e against a party 
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specified extrajudicial statements of an agent, partner or employee, whether 

or not authorized. A statement is admitted under ~ec-~ion 1225, however, only 

if it "auld be admissible if made "by the declarant "-0 the hearing whereas 

no such limitation is applicable to authorized admissions. 

The practical scope of Section 1225 is quite limited. The spontaneous 

statements that it covers are admissible under Sec-cion 1240. The self-

inculpatory statements -which it covers are admiSSible under Section 1230 as 

declarations against the declarant's interest. Hhere the declarant is a 

'litness at the trial, many other statements covered by Section 1225 would 

be admissible as inconsistent statements under Section 1235. Thus, Section 

1225 bas independent significance cnly as to utauthcrized,nonspontaneous, 

non~,culpatory statements of agents, partners and employees who do not 

tes-oify at the trial concerning the matters within the scope of the agency, 

par-cnership or employment. For example, the cbauf:eeur' s statement following 

an accident, "It wasn't my fault; the boss lost his head and grabbed the 

wheel," ,.muld be inadmissible as a declaration against interest under Section 

1230, it "ould ce inadmissible as an authorized admission under Section 1223, 

it uould be inadmissible under Section 1235 unless -ehe employee testified 

inconsistently at the trial, it ,wulcl be inadmiSSible under Section 1240 

unless made spontaneously, but it ,rould be admissible under Section 1225. 

Section 1225 goes beyond existing California lavas found in sul:division 

5 or Section 1870 of the Code of Civil Procedure (superseded by Evidence 

Code 3ection 1223). Under existinG California la\[ only the statements that 

the principal has authorized the agent to make are admissible. Peterson Bros. 

v. id.neral King Fruit Co., 140 Cal. 624, 74 Pac. 162 (1903). 
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There are two justifications for the limited e.,'(-censioll of the exception 

for agents' staten:ents provided by Section 1225. First, because of the 

relationship which existed at the time the statement "as made, it is unlikely 

tha-, the statement would have been made unless it "ere true. Second, the 

existence of the relationship makes it highly likely that the party will be 

able to make an adequate investiGation of the statement vithout having to 

recort to cross-examination of the declarant in open court. 

§ 1226. Statement of declarant whose liability is in issue. 

Con:ment. Section 1226 restates in substance a hearsay exception found 

in Section 1851 of the Code of Civil Procedure (superseded by Evidence Cede 

Sections 1226 and 1302). Cf., Butte County v. MorGan, 76 Cal. 1, 18 Pac. 

115 (1888); Ingram v. Bob Jaffee Co., 139 Cal. App.2d 193, 293 P.2d 132 (1956); 

Standard Oil Co. v. Houser, 101 Cal. App,2d 480, 225 P.2d 539 (1950). Section 

1226, hm.ever, lim1 ts this hearsay exception to civil actions. I/lUch of the 

evkence l{ithin this exception is also covered by Secticn 1230, which makes 

admissible declarations against in-cerest. However, 'co be admissible under 

Section 1230 the statement oust have been against -[;he declarant's interest 

when made vhereas this requirement is not stated in 8ection 1226. 

Section 1302 supplements the rule stated in Sedion 1226. Section 1302 

peruits the admission of judgments aGainst a third person 'Ihen one of the issues 

betueen the parties is the liabilily, obligation, or duty of the third person 

ane_ the judgment determines that liability, obligation, or duty. Together, 

Sections 1226 and 1302 codify the holdings of the canes applying Code of 

Civil Procedure Section 1851. See Tentative Recom£endation and a Study 

Relating to the Uniform Rules of LVidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 

4 ClcL. rA11 REVISION CCMW N, REP., REC. & STUDIES at 491-496 (1963). 

§ 1225 
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Article 2. Declarat~ons Against Interest 

§ 1230. Declaration against inte"'est. 

Comment. Section 1230 codifies the hearsay excc~tion for declarations 

against interest as that exception has been developece in ·:;11e California 

courts. People v. Spriggs, 60 Cal.2d _, 389 P.2cc 377, 36 Cal. Rptr. 

841 (1964). It is not clear, hmrever, whether existing lall extends the 

declaration against interest exception to include statements that make 

the c.ec1arant an object of hatred, ,-'idicule, or social disgrace in the 

C ort.U:.lUni ty • 

Section 1230 supersedes the partial and inaccurate statements of the 

declarations against interest exception found in Code of Civil Procedure 

Seccions 1853, 1870(4), and 1946(1). See People v. Spriggs, 60 Cal.2d at .:....J 

38S 1'.2d at 380-381, 36 Cal. Rptr. at 844-845 (1964). 

Article 3. Prior Statements of l.jitnesses 

§ 1235. Prior inconsistent statement. 

Ccmnent. Under existing la"" a prior statemenc of a uitness that is 

inconsistent with his testimony at the trial is admissible, but because of 

the hearsay rule such statements may not be used as evidence of the truth 

of ·'he matters stated. They may be used only to cast discredit on the 

tes·'imony given at the trial. Albel't v. McKay & Co., 174 Cal. 451, 456, 

(1917). 

Section 1235, however, perrui~G a prior inccnsistent statement of' a 

wit;ocss to be used as substa.'1tive evidence if the statement is otherwise 
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adr.lissible under the rules relatinG to the impeacP.lllent of '.,itnesses. In 

viev of the fact that the declaran-;; is in court and may be examined and 

craGs-examined in regard to his statements and their subject matter, there 

seems to be little reason to perpetuate the subtle D_istinction made in the 

caGes. It is not realistic to expec';; a jury to understand that they cannot 

believe a 'Fitness was telling the truth on a former occasion when they 

believe the contrary story given a-, -the trial is not true. Moreover, in 

many cases the prior inconsistent statement is more likely to be true than 

the testimony of the witness at the trial because i~c lias made nearer in 

tit:e -;;0 the matter to which it relates and is less likely to be influenced 

by -che controversy that gave rise to litigation. 

;jection 1235 will permit a par-,y to establish a prima facie case by 

inci'cd"cing prior inconsistent statements of witnesses. This change 10 

the laIr, hOl-lever, will provide a party with desirable protection against the 

"henceat" vi tness who changes his stOl"'J on the stance and deprives the party 

calling him of evidence essential -co his case. 

§ 1236. Prior consistent statement. 

Comment. Under existing la", a prior statement of a 111tness that is 

consistent ,lith his testimony at the trial is admissible under certain 

conO_itions "hen the credibility of the witness has been attacked. The 

sta-cement is admitted, however, only to rehabilitate the I·ritness--to support 

his credibility--and not as evidence of the truth of the matters stated. 

Peo)le v. Kynette, 15 Cal.2d 731, 753-754, (1940) • 

3ection 1236, however, permits a prior consistent statement of a witness 

'''-- to be used as substantive evidence if the statement is otheruisc admissible 
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under the rules relating to the rel:abilitation of im:oeached witnesses. 

The reasons for this change in the Im{ are much the same as those discussed 

in the COJ:lJllent to Section 1235. 

§ 1237. Past recollection recorded. 

Comment. Section 1237 provides a hearsay exception for "hat is usually 

reZc:Ted to as "past recollection c'ecorded." The section makes no radical 

depal'ture from existing la", for i-~s provisions are taken largely from the 

provisions of Section 2047 of the Cede of Civil Procedure. 'H:ere are, 

hm:e-,.-er, tl-TO substantive differences between Section 1237 and eXisting 

California lal,: 

First, existing law requires that a foundation be laid for the admission 

of 3-~ch evidence by shmnng (1) that the ,rriting recording the statement 

lfaS r<lade by the wi tne ss or under his direction, (2) that the writing Was 

made at a time when the fact recorded in the writinG actually occurred or at 

such other time when the fact 'faS fresh in the witncss' memory and (3) 

that the "ritness "knew that the sane was correctly statec1 in the writing." 

Under Section 1237, hcwever, the 'lriting may be OO(ce not only by the Idtness 

himself or under his direction but also by some othel' person for the purpose 

of recording the witness' statement at the time it 1.'as made. In addition, 

Section 1237 permits testimony of the person "ho recorded the statement to 

be used to establish that the ,rritinG is a correct record of the statement, 

Sllilicient assurance of the trustuorthiness of the statement is provided 

if -;;he declarant is available to tes·cify that he n:ade a true statement and 

the person who recorded the statement is available to testify that he 

accurately recorded the statement. 
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Second, under Section 1237 the document or other uriting embodying the 

sta-eement is itself' ad..'1lissible in evidence 1,hereas under the present law 

the declarant reads the writing on the witness stc:nd ·and the writing is 

not othenrise rrade a part of the record tmless it is o:;'fered in evidence by 

the adverse party. 

j,rticle 4. Spontaneous, ConteLlporaneous, and DyinG Declarations 

§ 12[,0. Spontaneous statement. 

Comment. Section 1240 is a codif'ication of the existing exception to 

the hearsay rule "hich makes excited statements admissible. Showalter v. 

~'iesOGern Pacific R.R., 16 Ca1.2d 460, 106 P.2d 895 (1940); Tentative Recom-

mendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. 

Hearsay Evidence), 4 CAL. JAil REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES 465-466 

'I'he rationale of' this exception is that the spontaneity of' such 

stao,ements and the decla.::-ant' s sta"ce of' mind at the 'e1me '.Then they are made 

provide an adequate guarantee of t!1eir trustworthiness. 

§ 1241. Contemporaneous statement. 

Comment. Section 1241, I-Ihich provides a hearsay exception for contem-

poraneous statements, may go beyond existing Im-l, for no Cnlifornia case in 

point has ceen found~ El.se1-rhere the authorities are conf'licting in their 

results and confused in their reasoning ouing to the tendency to discuss the 

pro~lem only in terms of' ~ gestae. See Tentative RecolUJlendation and a 

S'cu,cy Relating to the Unii'crm Rules of' Evidence (i\l"cicle 'lIn. Hearsay 

Evic1cnce), 4 CAL. IA~·I REVISION COirr:'N, REP., REC. <:, ['C'UDIES at 466-468 
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'l'he statements admissible untler sutdivision (2) are hiGhly trustworthy 

because: (1) the statement beinG simultaneous 11ith 'che event, there is 

no memory problem; (2) there is little or no time for calculated misstate-

ment; and (3) the statement is UGually made to one uho has equal opportunity 

to observe and check misstatements. In applying this exception, the courts 

should insist on actual contemporaneousness; other.;ise, the trustworthiness 

o:f the statements becomes questionable. 

/' 
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§ 1242. Dying declaration. 

Comment. Section 1242 is a broadened form of the well-established 

exception to the hearsay rule which makes dying declarations admissible. 

The existing law--Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870(4) as interpreted by 

our courts--makes such declarations admissible only in criminal homicide actions 

and only when they relate to the irrmediate cause of the declarant's death. 

People v. Hall, 94 Cal. 595, 30 Pac. 7 (1892); Thrasher v. Board of Medical 

Examiners, 44 Cal. App. 26, 185 Pac. 1006 (1919). See Tentative Recommendation 

and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay 

Evidence), 4 CAL" lAW REVISION CCl{M'N, REP.) REC. § STI.1DIES 472-473 (1963). 

The rationale of the exception--that rren are not apt to lie in the shadow of 

death--is as applicable to any other declaration that a dying man might make 

C· as it is to a statement regarding the immediate cause of his death. Moreover, 

c 

there is no rational basis for differentiating, for the purpose of the 

admissibility of dying declarations, between civil and crimirAl actions, or 

among various types of criminal actions. 

Under Section ]242, the dying declaration is admissible only if it would 

be admissible if made by the declarant at the hearing. Thus, the dying 

declaration is admissible only if the declarant would have been a competent 

witness and made the statement on personal knowledge. 

Article 5. Staterrents of Mental or Physical State 

§ 1250. Staterrent of declarant's then existing physical or mental condition. 

Comment. Section 1250 provides an exception to the hearsay rule for 

statements of the declarant's then existing physical or rrental condition. It 
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codifies an exception that has been developed by the courts. 

Thus, under Section 1250 as under existing law, a statement of the 

declarant's state of mind at the time of the statement iA gdmissible '~h::on that 

state of mind is itself in issue in the case. Adkins v. Brett, 184 CaL 252, 

193 Pac. 5 (1920). A statement of the declarant's then existing state of mind 

is also admissible when relevant to show the declarant's state of mind at a 

time prior to the statement. Watenpaugh v. State Teachers' Retirement, 51 

Cal.2d 675, 336 P.2d 165 (1959); Whitlow v. Durst, 20 Cal.2d 523, 127 P.2d 

530 (1942); Estate of Anderson, 185 Cal. 700, 198 Pac. 407 (1921); ~illiams 

v. Kidd, 170 Cal. 631, 151 Pac. 1 (1915). Section 1250 also makes a statement 

of then existing state of mind admissible to "prove or e.xplain acts or conduct 

of the declarant." Thus, a statement of the decl.a.ra.nt' s intent to do certain 

acts is admissible to prove that he did those acts. People v. Alcald~, 24 

Cal.2d 177, 148 P.2d 627 (1944); Benjamin v. District Grand Lodge, 171 Cal. 260, 

152 Pac. 731 (1915). Statements of ";hen existing pa:!.n or other bodily condition 

are also admissible to prove the existence of such condition. ,!Uoomberg v. 

laventhal, 179 Cal. 616, 178 Pac. 496 (1919); People v~ Wright, 167 Cal. 1, 

138 Pac. 349 (1914). 

A statement is not admissible under Section 1250 if the statement was 

made under such circumstances that the decle.rant in rraking such statement had 

motive or reason to deviate from the truth. See Section 1253 and the Comment 

thereto. 

In light of the definition of "hearsay evidence" in Section 155, a 

distinction should be noted between the use of a declarant's statements of his 

then existing mental state to prove such mental state and the use of a declarant's 

(" statements of other facts as circumstantial evidence of his mental state. 
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Under the Evidence Cede, if the declarant's statements are not being used to 

prove the truth of their contents but are being used as circumstantial evidence 

of the declarant's mental state, no hearsay problem is involved. See the 

Comment to Section 1200. 

Section 1250 (b) does not permit a statement of memory or belief to be 

used to prove the fact remembered or believed. This limitation is necessary 

to preserve the hearsay rule. Any statement of a past event is, of course, 

a statement of the declarant's then existing state of mind--his memory or belief--

concerning the past event. If the evidence of that state of mind--the statement 

of memory--were admissible to show that the fact remembered or believed actually 

occurred, any statement narrating a past event would be, by a process of 

circuitous reasoning, admissible to prove that the event occurred. 

The limitation in Section 1250(b) is, in general, in accord with the law 

developed in the California cases. Thus, in Estate of Anderson, 185 Cal. 700, 

198 Pac. 407 (1921), a declaration of a testatrix made after the execution of 

a will to the effect tha.t the will had been made at an aunt's request was held 

to be inadmissible hearsay "because it was merely a declaration as to a past 

event and was not indicative of the condition of mind of the testatrix at the 

time she made it." 185 Cal. at 720, 198 Pac. at 415 (1921). 

A major exception to the principle expressed in Section 1250(b) was created 

in People v. Merkouris, 52 Cal.2d 672, 344 P.2d 1 (1959). That case held that 

statements made by the victims of a double homicide relating threats by the 

defendant were admissible to show the victimS' mental state--their fear of the 

defendant. Their fear was not itself in issue in the case, but the court held 

that the fear was relevant to show that the defendant had engaged in conduct 
,. 
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engendering the ~ear, ~, t1>.a-t the defendant had in fact threatened them. 

That the de~endant had threatened them was, o~ course, relevant to show that 

the threats were carried out in the homicide. Thus, in ef~ect, the court 

permitted the statements to be used to prove the truth of the matters stated 

in them. In People v. purvis, 56 Cal.2d 93, 362 P.2d 713, 13 Cal. Rptr. 801 

(1961), the doctrine of the Merkouris case was limited to cases where identity 

is in issue. 

section 1250(b) is contrary to the Merkouris case. The doctrine of that 

case is rspudiated because it is an attack on the hearsay rule itself. Other 

exceptions to the hearsay rule are based on some peculiar reliability of the 

evidence involved. People v. Brust, 47 Cal.2d 776, 785, 306 P.2d 480, (1957). 

The exception created by Merkouris was not based on any evidence of the 

reliability of the declarations, it vas based on a rationale that destroys the 

very foundation of the hearsay rule. 

§ 1251. statement of declarant's previously existing physical or mental condition. 

Comment. Section 1250 forbids the use of a statement o~ memory or 

belief to prove the fact remembered or believed. Section 1251, however, 

permits a statement of memory or belief of a past mental state to be used to 

prove the previous mental state when the previous mental state is itself in 

issue in the case. If the past mental state is to be used merely as circum-

stantial evidence of some other fact, the limitation in Section 1250 still 

applies and the statement of the past mental state is inadmissible hearsay. 

Section 1251 is generally consistent with the California case law, which 

also permits a statement of a prior mental state to be used as evidence of that 
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mental state. See, ~I People v. One 194£ Chevrolet Conv. Coupe, 45 Ga1.2d 

613, 290 P.2d 538 (1955) (statement of prior knowledge admitted to prove such 

knowledge). However, Section 1251 requires that the declarant be unavailable 

as a witness. No similar condition on admissibility has been imposed by the 

cases. Note, too, that no similar condition appears in Section 1250. 

A statement is not admissible under Section 1251 if the statement was 

made under such circumstances that the declarant in making such statement had 

motive or reason to deviate from the truth. See Section 1253 aDd the Comment 

thereto. 

§ 1252. Statement of previous symptoms. 

Comment. UDder existing California law, a statement of previous symptoms 

made to a physician for purposes of treatment is considered inadmissible hearsay; 

although the physician may relate the statement as a matter upon which he 

based his diagnosis of the declarant's ailment. See discussion in Pegple v. 

Brown, 49 Cal.2d 577, 585-587, 320 P.2d 5, (1958). 

Section 1252 permits statements of previous symptoms made to a physician 

for purposes of treatment to be used to prove the facts related in the statements. 

If there is no motive to falsify such statements, they are likely to be highly 

reliable, for the declarant in making them has based his actions on his belief 

in their truth--he has consulted the physician and has permitted the phySician 

to use them as a basis for prescribing treatment. Statements made to a 

physician where there is a motive to manufacture evidence or any other motive 

to deceive are inadmissible uDder this section because of the limitation in 

Section 1253. 
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§ 1253. Limitation on admissibility of statements of mental or physical state. 

Corrneot. Section 1253 limits the admissibility of hearsay statements that 

would otherwise be admissible under Sections 1250, 1251, and 1252. If a 

statement of mental or physical state was made with a motive to misrepresent 

or to rranufacture evidence, the statement is not sufficiently reliable to 

warrant its reception in evidence. The limitation expressed in Section 1253 

has been held to be a condition of admissibility in some of the California cases. 

See, ~, People v. Ilamilton, 55 Cal.2d 881, 893, 895, 13 Cal. Rptr. 649, , 
, 362 P .2d 473, , (1961); People v. Alcalde, 24 Cal.2d 177, 187, 148 

P.2d 627, (1944) . 

The Ilamilton case mentions some further limitations on the admissibility 

(- of statements of mental state. These are not given express recognition in the 
'" . 

Evidence Code • However, under Section 352, the judge may in a particular ~ase 

exclude such evidence if he determines that Us prejudicial effect will 

substantially outweigh its probative value. The specific limitations mentioned 

in the llam1lton case have not been codified because they are difficult to under-

stand in the light of conflicting and inconsistent language in the case and 

because 'in a different case, prosecuted without the excessive prejudice present 

in the Hamilton case, a court might be warranted in re~eiving evidence of the 

kind involved there where its probative value is great. 

For example, the opinion states that statements of a hcmicide victim that 

are offered to prove his state of mind are inadmissible if they refer solely to 

alleged past conduct on the part of the accused. 55 Cal.2d at 893-894, 13 Cal. 

Rptr. at , 362 P.2d at But the case also states, nonetheless, that 

c statercents of "threats •. on the part of the accused" are admissible on the 
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issue. 55 Cal.2d at 893, 13 Cal. Rptr. at , 362 P.2d at The opinion 

also states that the statements, to be admissible, must refer primarily to the 

state of mind of the declarant and not the state of mind of the accused. 55 

Cal.2d at 893, 13 Cal. Rptr. at , 362 P.2d at But the case also indicates 

that narrations of threats made by the accused--statements of his intent--are 

admissible, but statements of conduct by the accused having no relation to his 

intent or mental state are not admissible. 55 Oal.2d at 893, 895-896, 13 Cal. 

Rptr. at 362 P.2d at 

Much of the evidence involved in the Hamilton case is not classified as 

hearsay under the Evidence Code. It is classified as circumstantial evidence. 

Hence, the problem presented there is not essentially a hearsay problem. It 

is a problem of the judge's discretion to exclude highly prejudicial evidence 

when its probative value is not great. Section 352 of the Evidence Code continues 

the judge's power to curb the use of such evidence. But the Evidence Code does 

not freeze the courts to the arbitrary and contradictory standards mentioned in 

the Hamilton case for determining when prejudicial effect outweighs probative 

value. 

Article 6. statements Relating to Wills and to Claims Against Estates 

§ 1260. statement concerning declarant's will. 

Comment. Section 1260 codifies an exception recognized in California case 

law. Estate of Morrison, 198 Cal. 1, 242 Pac. 939 (1926); Estate of Tompson, 

44 Cal. App.2d 774, 112 p.2d 937 (1941). The section is, of course, subject 

to the provisions of Probate Code Sections 350 and 351 which relate to the 

establishment of a lost or destroyed will. 
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The limitation in subdivision (b) is not mentioned in the few decisions 

involving this exception. The limitation is desirable, however, to assure the 

reliability of the hearsay admissible under this section. 

§ 1261. Statement of decedent Offered in action against his estate. 

Comment. The Dead Man Statute (subdivision 3 of Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1880) prohibits a party suing on a claim against a decedent's estate 

from testifying to any fact occuring prior to the decedent's death. The theory 

apparently underlying the statute is that it would be unfair to permit the 

surviving claimant to testify to such facts when the decedent is precluded 

from doing so by his death. Because the dead cannot speak, the living may not. 

The Dead Man Statute operates unsatisfll.ctorUy. It prohibits testimony 

concerning matters of which the decedent had no knowledge. It does not prohibit 

testimony relating to claims ~, as distinguished from against, the 

decedent's estate even though the effect of such a claim may be to frustrate 

the decedent's plan for the disposition of his property. See the Comment to 

Code of Civil Procedure Sectien 1880 end Recc~ndation and Study Relating to 

the Dead Man statute, 1 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP' 1 BEC. & STUDIES at D-1 

(1957). Hence, the Dead Man Statute is not continued in the Evidence Code. 

To equalize the positions of the parties, the Dead ~~n Statute excludes 

otherwise relevant and competent evidence--even if it is the only available 

evidence. This forces the courts to decide cases with a minimum of information 

concerning the actual facts. See the Supreme Court's complaint in Light v. 

Stevens, 159 Cal. 288, 292, 113 Pac. 659, 660 (1911): "OWing to the fact that 

the lips of one of the parties to the transaction are closed by death and those 

of the other party by the law, the evidence on this question is somewhat 

unsa ti sfa ctory • " 
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Section 1261 balances the positions of the parties in the opposite manner. 

It is based on the belief that the problem at which the Dead Man Statute is 

directed is better solved by throwing more light, not less, on the actual facts. 

Instead of excluding the competent evidence of the claimant, Section 1261 

permits the hearsay statements of the decedent to be admitted, provided that 

they would have been admissible had the decedent made the statements as a 

witness at the hearing. Certain additional safeguards--recent perception, 

absence of motive to falsify·--are included in the section to provide some 

protection for the party against whom the statements are offered, for he has 

no opportunity to test the hearsay by cross-examination. 

Article 8. Business Records 

§ 1270. "A business. " 

Comment. This article restates and supersedes the Uniform Business Records 

as Evidence Act appearing in Sections 1953e-1953h of the Code of Civil 

Procedure. The definition of "a business" in Section 1270 is substantially the 

same as that appearing in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1953e. A reference 

to "governmental activity" has been added to the Evidence Code definition to 

make it clear that records maintained by any governmental agency are admissible 

if the foundational requirements are met. This does not change existing 

California law, for the Uniform Act has been construed to be applicable to 

governmental records. See,~, Nichols v. McCoy, 38 Ca1.2d 447, 24c p.2d 

569 (1952); Fox v. San Francisco Unified School Dist., 11 Cal. App.2d 885, 

245 P.2d 603 (1952). 
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The definition is sufficiently broad to encompass institutions not 

customarily thought of as businesses. For example, the baptismal and wedding 

records of a church would be admissible under the section to prove the events 

recorded. 5 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE 371 (3d ·ed. 1940). Cf. EVIDEl'lCE CODE § 1315. 

§ 1271. Business record. 

Comment. Section 1271 is the business records exception to the hearsay 

rule. It is stated in language taken from the Uniform Business Records as 

Evidence Act which vas adopted in California in 1941 (Sections 1953e-1953h of 

the Code of Civil Procedure). Section 1271 does not, however, include the 

language of Section 1953f.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure because that section 

is not contained in the Uniform Act and inadequately attempts to make explicit 

the liberal case-law rule that the Uniform Act permits admission of records 

kept under any kind of bookkeeping system, whether original or copies, and 

whether in book, card, looseleaf or some other form. The case-law rule is 

satisfactory and Section 1953f.5 may have the unintended effect of limiting the 

provis1cLS of the Uniform Act. See Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating 

to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Evidence), 4 ~L. LAW 

REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES at 516 (1963). 

§ 1272. Absence of entry in business records. 

Comment. Technically, evidence of the absence of a record may not be 

hearsay. Section 1272 removes any doubt that there might be, however, concerning 

the admissibility of such evidence under the hearsay rule. It codifies existing 

case law. People v. Torres, 201 Cal. App.2d 290, 20 Cal. Rptr. 315 (1962). 
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Article 8. Official Reports and Other Official I,ritings 

§ 1280. Report of public employee. 

Comment. Section 1280 restates in substance and supersedes Oode of Civil 

Procedure Sections 1920 and 1926. 

The evidence that is admissible under this section is also admissible under 

Section 1271, the business records exception. Hmlever, Section 1271 requires 

a witness to testify as to the identity of the record and its mode of 

preparation in every instance. Under Section 1280, as under existing law, the 

court may admit an official record or report without necessarily requiring a 

witness to testify as to its identity and mode of preparation if the court 

has judicial notice or if sufficient independent evidence shows that the record 

or report was prepared in such a manner as to assure its trustworthiness. 

See, e.g., People v. Will1ams, 64 Cal. 87, 27 Pac. 939 (1883) (census report 

admitted, the court noting the statutes prescribing the method of preparing 

the report); Vallejo etc. R.R. Co. v. Reed Orchard 00., 169 Cal. 545, 571, 147 

Pac. 238, 250 (1915) (statistical report of state agen~ admitted, the court 

noting the statutory duty to prepare the report). 

§ 1281. Report of vital statiatlc. 

Oomment. Section 1281 provides a hearsay exception for official reports 

concerning birth, death, and marriage. Reports of such events occurring within 

California are now admissible under the proviSions of Section 10577 of the 

Health and Safety Code. Section 1281 provides a broader exception which includes 

similar reports from other jurisdictions. . , 
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§ 1282. Finding of presumed death by authorized federal employee. 

Comnent. Section 1282 restates and supersedes the provisions of Code of 

Civil Procedure Section 1928.1. The evidence admissible under Section 

1282 is limited to evidence of the fact of death and of the date, circumstances, 

and place of disappearance. 

The determination of the date of the presumed death by the federal 

employee is a determination ordinarily made for the purpose of determining 

whether the pay of a missing person should be stopped and his name stricken 

from the payroll. The date so determined should not be given any considera-

tion in the California courts since the issues involved in the California 

proceedings require determination of the date of death for a different purpose. 

Hence Section 1282 does not make admissible the finding of the ~ of pre-

sumed death. On the other hand, the determination of the date, circumstances, 

and place of disappearance is reliable information that will assist the trier 

of fact in determining the date when the person died and is admissible under 

this section. Often the date of death may be inferred from the circumstances 

of the disappearance. See, In re Thornburg's Estate, 186 Or. 570, 208 P.2nd 

349 (1949); Lukens v. Camden Trust Co., 2 N.J. Super. 214, 62 A.2nd 886 (1948). 

Section 1282 provides a convenient and reliable method of proof of death 

of peroons covered by the Federal Missing Persons Act. See,~, In re 

Jacobsen's Estate, 208 Misc. 443, 143 N.Y.S.2nd 432 (1955)(proof of death 

of 2-year old dependent of serviceman where child vas passenger on plane lost 

at sea). 

§ 1282 
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§ 1283. Report by federal employee that person is missing, captured, or the 

like. 

Comment. Section 1283 restates and supersedes the provisions of Code of 

Civil Procedure Section 1928.2. The language of Section 1928.2 has been 

revised to reflect the 1953 amendments to the Federal Missing Persons Act. 

§ 1284. Statement of absence of public record. 

Comment. Just as the existence and content of a public record may be 

proved under Section 1510 by a copy accompanied by the attestation or certi-

ficate of the custodian reciting that it is a copy, the absence of such a 

record from a particular public office may be proved under Section 1284 by a 

writing made by the custodian of the records in that Office stating that no 

\<.-- such record was found after a diligent search. The writing must, of course, 

be properly authenticated. See Sections 1401, 1451. The exception is justi-

fied by the likelihood that such statement made by the custodian of the records 

is accurate and by the necessity for providing a simple and inexpensive method 

Of proving the absence of a public record. 

Article 9. Former Testimony 

§ 1290. "Former testimony. " 

Comment. The purpose of Section 1290 is to provide a convenient term 

for use in the substantive provisions in the remainder of this article. It 

should be noted that depositions taken in another action are considered former 

" testimony under Section 1290, and their admissibility is determined by Sections 
• "'-.-

1291 and 1292. 
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The use of a deposition taken in the same action, hm,e-ver, is not covered by 

this article. Code of Civil Procedure Sections 2016-2035 deal comprehensively 

with the conditions and circumstances under which a deposition taken in a 

civil action may be used at the trial of the action in which the deposition 

was taken, and Penal Code Sections 1345 and 1362 prescribe the ccnditions for 

admitting the deposition of a witness that has been taken in the same criminal 

action. These sections will continue to govern the use of depositions in the 

action in which they are taken. 

§ 1291. Former testimony offered against party to former proceeding. 

Comment. Section 1291 provides a hearsay exception for former testimony 

offered against a person who was a party to the proceeding in which the former 

testimony was given. For example, if a series of cases arise involving several 

plaintiffs and but one defendant, Section 1291 permits testimony given in the 

first trial to be used against the defendant in a later trial if the conditions 

of admissibility stated in the section are met. 

Former testimony is admissible under Section 1291 only if the declarant 

is unavailable as a witness. 

Paragraph (1) of subdivision (a) of Section 1291 provides for the 

admission of former testimony if it is Offered against the party who offered it 

in the previous proceeding. This evidence, in effect, is somewhat analogous 

to an admission. If the party finds that the evidence.he originally Offered 

in his favor now works to his disadvantage, he can respond as any party does to 

an admission. Moreover, since the witness is no . longer available to testify, 

the party's previous direct and redirect examination sbould be considered an 

adequate substitute for his present right to cross-examine. 
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Paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 1291 provides for the 

admissibility of former testimony where the party against whom it is now 

offered had the right and opportunity in the former proceeding to cross-examine 

the declarant with an interest and motive similar to that which he now has. 

Since the party has had his opportunity to cross-examine, the primary objection 

to hearsay evidence--lack of opportunity to cross-examine the declarant--is not 

applicable. On the other hand, paragraph (2) does not make the former testimony 

admissible where the party against whom it is offered did not have a similar 

motive and interest to cross-examine. In determining the similarity of interest 

and motive to cross-examine, the judge should be guided by practical considerations 

and not merely by the similarity of the party's position in the two cases. 

For example, testimony contained in a deposition that was taken, but not offered 

in evidence at the trial, in a different action should be excluded if the 

judge determines that the deposition was taken for discovery purposes and that 

the party did not subject the witness to a thorough cross-examination because 

he sought to avoid a premature revelation of the weakness in the testimony of the 

witness or in the adverse party's case. In such a situation, the party's interest 

and motive for cross-examination on the previous occasion would have been 

substantially different from his present interest and motive. 

Under paragraph (2), testimony in a deposition taken in another action and 

testimony given in a preliminary examination in another criminal action is not 

admissible against the defendant in a criminal case unless it was received in 

evidence at the trial of such other action. This limitation insures that the 

!~ person accused of crime will have an adequate opportunity to cross-examine the 

witnesses against him. 
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Section 1291 supersedes Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870(8) 

which permits former testimony to be admitted in a civil case only if the 

former proceeding was an action tetween the same parties or their predecessors 

in interest, relating to the same matter, or was a former trial of the action 

in which the testimony is offered. Section 1291 will also permit a broader 

range of hearsay to be introduced against the defendant in a criminal action 

than has been permitted under Penal Code Section 686. Under that section, former 

testimony has been admissible against the defendant in a criminal action only 

if the former testimony was given in the same action--at the preliminary 

examination, in a deposition, or in a prior trial of the action. 

Subdivision (b) of Section 1291 makes it clear that objections based on 

the competence of the declarant or on privilege are to be determined by reference 

to the time the former testimony was given. Existing California law is not 

clear on this point; some California decisions indicate that competency and 

privilege are to be determined as of the time the former testimony was given, 

but others indicate that competency and privilege are to be determined as of 

the time the former testimony is offered in evidence. See Tentative Recommenda

tion and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. 

Hearsay Evidence), 4 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & S'IUDIES at 581-585 

(1963) • 

Subdivision (b) also provides that Objections to the form of the question 

may not be used to exclude the former testimony. Where the former testimony 

is offered under paragraph (1) of subdivision (a), the party against whom the 

former testimony is now offered himself phrased tlle question; and where the 

former testimony comes in under paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) I the party 

against wbom the testimony is now Offered bad the opportunity to object to 

the form of the question when it was asked on the former occasion. 
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party is not permitted to raise this technical objection when the former 

testimony is offered against him. 

§ 1292. Former testimony offered agains~~~.~~ot a party to former proceeding. 

Comment. Section 1292 provides a hearsay exception for form~r testimony 

given at the former proceeding by a person who is now unavailable as a witness 

when such former testimony is offered against a person who was not a party to 

the former proceeding but uhose motive for cross-examination is similar to that 

of a person who had the right and opportunity to cross-examine the declarant 

when the former testimony was given. For example, if a series of cases arise 

involving one occurence and one defendant but several plaintiffs, Section 1292 

permits testimony given against the plaintiff in the first trial to be used 

against a plaintiff in a later trial if the conditions of admissibility stated 

in the section are met. 

Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870(8) (which is superseded by this article), 

does not permit admission of the former testimony made admissible by Section 1292. 

The out-dated "identity of parties" and "identity of issues" requirements of 

Section 1870 are too restrictive, and Section 1292 substitutes what is, in 

effect, a more flexible "trusworthiness" approach characteristic of other 

hearsay exceptions. The trustworthiness of the former testimony is sufficiently 

guaranteed because the former adverse party had the right and opportunity to 

cross-examine with an interest and mothe similar to that of the present adverse 

party. Although the party against '.hom the former testimony is offered did not 

himself have an opportunity to cross-examine the witness on the former 

occaSion, it can be generally assumed that most prior cross-examination is 
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adequate, es]?ecially if the same stakes are involved. If the same stakes are 

not involved, the difference in interest or motivation would justify exclusion. 

And, even where if the prior cross-examination was inadequate, there is better 

reason here for ]?roviding a hearsay exception than there is for many of the 

presently recognized exceptions to the hearsay r~le. As Professor McCormick 

states: 

• I suggest that if the witness is unavailable, then the need 
for the sworn, transcribed former testimony in the ascertainment 
of truth is so great, and its reliability so far superior to most, 
if not all the other types of oral hearsay cOming in under 
the other exceptions, that the requirements of identity of parties 
and issues be dispensed with. This dispenses with the opportunity 
for cross-examination, that great characteristic weapon of our 
adversary system. But the other types of admissible oral hearsay, 
admissions, declarations against interest, statements about bodily 
symptoms, likewise dispense with cross-examination, for declarations 
having far less trustworthiness than the sworn testimony in open court, 
and with a far greater hazard of fabrication or mistake in the reporting 
of the declaration by the witness. [McCormick, Evidence § 238, p. 
501 (1954).J 

Section 1292 does not make former testimony admissible against the defen-

dant in a criminal case. This limitation preserves the right of a person 

accused of crime to confront and cross-examine the witnesses against him. 

When a person's life or liberty is at stake--as it is in a criminal trial--

the accused should not be compelled to rely on the fact that another person 

has had an opportunity to cross-examine the witness. 

SubdiviSion (b) of Section 1292 makes it clear that objections based on 

competency or privilege are to be determined by reference to the time when 

the former testimony was given. Existing California law is not clear on this 

pOint; some California decisions indicate that competency and privilege are 

to be determined as of the time the former testimony was given but others 

indicate that competency and privilege are to be determined as of the time 
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the former testimony is offered in evidence. See Tentative Recommendation and 

a study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay 

Evidence), 4 CAL. LAW REVISION CQMM'N, REP., REC. & S'lUDIES at 581-585 (1963). 

Article 10. Judgments 

§ 1300. Judgment of ~elony conviction. 

Comment. AnalYtically, a judgment that is of~ered to prove the matters 

determined by the judgment is hearsay evidence. UNIFORM RUIES OF EVIDENCE, 

RULE 63(20), Comment (1953); Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating 

to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. Hearsay Ev:fdence), 4 CAL. LAW 

REVISION CQMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES at 539-541 (1963). It is in substance 

a statement of the court that determined the previous action ("a statement made 

other than by a witness while testifying at the hearing") that is offered "to 

prove the truth o~ the matter stated." Section 155. There~ore, unless there is 

an exception to the hearsay rule provided, a judgment is inadmissible if o~ered 

in a subse~uent action to prove the matters determined. This article provides 

hearsay exceptions for certain kinds of judgments, and thus permits them to 

be used in subse~uent actions as evidence despite the restrictions of the hearsay 

rule. 

Of course, a judgment may, as a matter of substantive law, conclusively 

establisb certain facts ineofar as a party is concerned. Teitlebaum Furs, Inc. 

v. Dominion Ins. Co., 58 Cal.2d 601, 25 Cal. Rptr. 559, 375 P.2d 439 (1962 ); 

Bernhard v. Bank of America, 19 Ca1.2d 807, 122 P.2d 892 (1942). The sections 

of this article do not purport to deal with the doctrines of res judicata and 

estoppel by judgment. These sections deal only with the evidentiary use of 
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(~ judgments in those cases where the substantive law does not require that the 

jud{;n:ents be given conclusive effect. 

Section 1300 provides an exception to the hearsay rule for a final 

judgment adjudging a person guilty of a felony. 7he exception does not, however, 

apply in criminal actions. Hence, if a plaintiff sues to recover a reward 

offered by the defendant for the arrest and conviction of a person who committed 

a particular crime, Section 1300 permits the plaintiff to use a jud~ent of 

felony conviction as evidence that the person convicted cO~nUtted the crime. 

But, Section 1300 does not permit the judgment to be used in a criminal action 

as evidence of the identity of the person who committed the crime or as evidence 

that the crime was corom:!. tted. 

Section 1300 will change the California law. Under existing California 

law, a conviction of a crime is inadmissible as evidence in a subsequent action. 

Marceau v. Travelers' Ins. Co., 101 Cal. 338, 35 Pac. 856 (1894) (evidence of 

murder conviction inadmissible to prove insured was intentionally killed); 

Burke v. Wells, Fargo & Co., 34 Cal. 60 (1867) (evidence of robbery conviction 

inadmissible to prove identity of robber in action to recover reward). The 

change, however, is desirable; for the evidence involved is peculiarly reliable. 

The seriousness of the charge assures that the facts will be thoroughly 

litigated, and the fact that the judgment must be based upon a unanimous 

determination that there was not a reasonable doubt concerning the defendant's 

guilt assures that the question of guilt will be thoroughly considered. 

The exception in Section 1300 for cases where the judgment is based on a 

plea of nolo contendere is a reflection of the policy expressed in Penal Code 

Section 1016. 

§ 1300 
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§ 1301. Judgment against person entitled to indemnity. 

Comment. If a person entitled to indemnity, or if the obligee under a 

warranty contract, complies with certain conditions relating to notice and 

defense, the indemnitor or warrantor is conclusively bound by any judgment 

recovered. CIVIL CODE § 2778(5); CODE CIV. PROC. § 1912; McCormick v. Marcy, 

165 Cal. 386, 132 Pac. 449 (1913). 

Where judgment against an indemnitee or person protected by a warranty 

is not made conclusive on the indemnitor or warrantor, Section 1301 permits the 

jud~ent to be used as hearsay evidence in an action to recover on the indemnity 

or warranty. Section 1301 reflects the existing law relating to indemnity 

agreements. CIVIL CODE § 2778, subdivision 6. Section 1301 probably restates 

the law relating to warranties, too, but the law in that regard is not 

altogether clear. Erie City Iron Works v. Tatum, 1 Cal. App. 286, 82 Pac. 92 

(1905). But see Peabody v. Phelps, 9 Cal. 213 (1858). 

§ 1302. Judgment determining liabi1itl of third person. 

Comment. Section 1302 expresses an exception contained in Code of Civil 

Procedure Section 1851. Ellsworth v, Bradford) 186 Cal. 316, 199 Pac. 335 

(1921); Nordin v. Bank of America, 11 Cal. App.2d 98, 52 P.2d 1018 (1936). 

Together, Evidence Code Sections 1302 and 1226 restate and supersede the 

provisions of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1851. 

Article ll. Family History 

§ 1310. Statement concerning declarant's own family history. 

Comment. Section 1310 provides a hearsay exception for a statement 
( 
'- concerning the declarant's own family history. It restates in substance and 
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supersedes Section 1870(4) of the Code of Civil Procedure. Section 1870(4), 

however, requires that the declarant be dead whereas unavailability of the 

declarant for any of the reasons specified in Section 240 makes the statement 

admissible under Section 1310. 

The statement is not admissible if it was made under such circumstances 

that the declarant in making the statement had motive or reason to deviate 

from the truth. This permits the judge to exclude the statement where it 

was made under such circumstances as to case doubt upon its trustworthiness. 

The requirement is basically the same as the requirement of existing case 

law that the statement be made at a time when no controversy existed on the 

precise point concerning which the declaration was made. See, e.g., Estate 

of Walder, 166 Cal. 446, 137 Pac. 35 (1913); Estate of Nidever, 181 Cal. App.2d 

367, 5 Gal. Rptr. 343 (1960). 

§ 1311. Statement concerning family history of another. 

Comment. Section 1311 provides a hearsay exception for a statement concern-

ing the family history of another. Paragraph (1) of subdivision (a) restates 

in substance existing California law as found in Section 1870(4) of the 

Code of Civil Procedure, "hich it supersedes. Paragraph (2) is new to California 

law, but it is a sound extension of the present law to cover a situation where 

the declarant was a family housekeeper or doctor or so close a friend as to 

be included by the family in discussions of its family history. 

There are two limitations on admissibility of a statement under Section 

1311. ~,a statement is admissible only if the declarant is unavailable as 

.r- a witness within the meaning of Section 240. (Section 1870(4) requires that 
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the declarant be deceased in order for his statement to be admissible.) 

Second, a statement is not admissible if it was made under such circumstances 

that the declarant in making the statement had motive or reason to deviate 

from the truth. For a discussion of this requirement, see comment to Section 

1310. 

§ 1312. Entries in family bibles and the like. 

Comment. Section 1312 restates in substance and supersedes the provisions 

of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870(13). 

§ 1313. Reputation in family concerning family history. 

Comment. Section 1313 restates in substance and supersedes the provisions 

of Code of Civil Procedure Sections 1852 and 1870(11). See Estate of Connor~, 

53 Cal. App.2d 484, 128 P.2d 200 (1942); Estate of Newman, 34 Cal. App.2d 706, 

94 P.2d 356 (1939). However, Section 1870(11) requires that the family 

reputation in question have existed "previous to the controversy." This 

qualification is not included in Section 1313 because it is unlikely that a 

family reputation on a matter of pedigree would be influenced by the existence 

of a controversy even though the declaration of an individual member of the 

fami1y, covered in Sections 1300 snd 13l1,might be o 

The family tradition admitted under Section 1313 is necessarily multiple 

hearsay. If, however, such tradition were inadmissible because of the hearsay 

rule, and if direct statements of pedigree were inadmissible because they 

are based on such traditions (as most of them are), the courts would be 

virtuslly helpless in determining matters of pedigree. See Tentative Recommenda

tion and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VIII. 
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Hearsay Evidence), 4 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. § STUDIES at 51J8 (1963.\. 

§ 1314. Community reputation concerning family history. 

COlIlIIlent. Section 1314 restates whet has been held to be existing law under 

Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963(30) with respect to Froof of the fact of 

marriage. See Estate of Baldwin, 162 Cal. 471) 123 Pac. 267 (1912); People v. 

Vogel, 46 Cal.2d 798, 299 p.2d 850 (1956). However, Section 1314 has no 

counterpart in California law insofar as Froof of the date or fact of birth, 

divorce, or death is concerned, Froof of such facts by r~utation now being 

limited to reFutation in the family. See Estate of Heaton, 135 Cal. 385, 67 

Pac. 321 (1902). 

§ 1315. Church records concerning family history. 

Comment. Church records generally are admissible as business records 

under the proviSions of Section 1271. Under Section 1271, such records would be 

admissible to Frove the occurence of the church activity-.. the baFtism, confil'lllBr-

tion, or marriage--recorded in the writing. However, it is unlikely that 

Section 1271 would permit BUch records to be used as evidence of the age or 

relationshiF of the particiFants; for tb~ business records act has been held to 

authorize business records to be used to prove only facts known Fersonally to· 

the recorder of the information or to other employees of the business. Patek 

& Co. v. Vineberg, 210 Cal, AF:p.2d 20, 23, 26 Cal. Bptr. 293 (1962) (hearing 

denied); People v. Williams, 187 Cal. AF:p.2d 355, 9 Cal. Rptr. 722 (1960); 

Gough v. Security Trust & Say. Bank, 162 Cal. AFP.2d 90, 327 P.2d 555 (1958). 

Section 1315 permits church records to be used to Frove certain additional 

information. Facts of family history such as birth dates, relationships, 
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marital records, etc., that are ordinarily reported to Church authorities and 

recorded in connection with the church's baptismal, confirmation, marriage, 

and funeral records may be proved by such records under Section 1315. 

Section 1315 continues in effect and supersedes the provisions of Code 

of Civil Procedure Section 1919a without, however, the special and cumbersome 

authentication procedure specified in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1919b. 

Under Section 1315.. church records must be authenticated in the same manner 

that other business records are authenticated. 

§ 1316. Marriage, baptismal, and similar certificates. 

Comment. Section 1316 provides a hearsay exception for marriage, baptismal, 

and similar certificates. This a~ception is somewhat broader than that found in 

Sections 1919a and 1919b or' the Cod" of Civjl Procedu:ce (superseded by Sections 

1315 and 1316). sections 1919a and 1919b are limited to church records and 

hence, as respects marriages, to those performed by clergymen. Moreover, they 

establisbsc elaborate and detailed authentication procedure whereas certificates 

made admissible by Section 1316 need only meet the general authentication 

requirement of Section 1401 .. 

Article 12. Reputation and Statements Concerning Community History, 
Property Interest, and Character. 

§ 1320. Reputation concerning community history. 

Comment. Section 1320 provides a wider rule of admissibility than does 

Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870(11), which it supersedes in part. Section 

1870 provides in relevant part that proof may be made of "common reputation 
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existing previously to the controversy, respecting facts of a public or general 

nature more than thirty years oldo" The 30-year limitation is essentially 

arbitrary. The important question would seem to be whether a community 

reputation on the matter involved exists; its age would appear to go more to 

its venerability than to its truth. Nor is it necessary to include in Section 

1320 the requirement that the reputation existed previous to controversy. 

It is unlikely that a community reputation respecting an event of general 

history would be influenced by the existence of a controversy. 

§ 1321. Reputation concerning public interest in ~roperty. 

Collllllent. Section 1321 preserves the rule in Simons v. loyo Cerro Gordo 

.£2.:., 48 Cal. App. 524, 192 Pac. 144 (1920). It does not require, however, that 

the reputation be more than 30 years old, but merely that the reputation arose 

before controversy. See Comment to Section 1320. 

§ 1322. Reputation concerning boundary or custom affecting land. 

Comment. Section 1322 restates in substance existing law as found in Code 

of Civil Procedure Section 1870(11), which it supersedes in part. See Muller 

v. So. Pac. Ry. Co.,83 Cal. 240, 23 Pac. 265 (1890); Ferris v. Emmons, 214 

Cal. 501, 6 P.2d 950 (1931). 

§ 1323. statement concerning boundary. 

Oomment. Section 1323 restates the substance of existing but uncodified 

California law found in such cases as Morton v. Folger, 15 Cal. 275 (1860) 

and Morcom v. Baiersky, 16 Cal. App. 480, ll7 Pac. 560 (19ll). 
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§ 1324. Re~utation concerning character. 

Comment. Section 1324 codifies a well-settled exception to the hearsay 

rule. See, e.g., People v. Cobb; 45 Cal.2d 158, 287 p.2d 752 (1955). Of 

course, character evidence is admissible only when the question of character 

is material to the matter being litigated. The only purpose of Section 1324 

is to declare that reputation evidence as to character or a trait of character 

is not inadmissible under the hearsay rule. 

Article 13. Dispositive Instruments and Ancient Writings 

§ 1330. Recitals in writings affecting pr~erty. 

Comment. Section 1330 restates in substance the existing California law 

relating to recitals in dispositive instruments. Although language in some 

cases appears to require that the dispositive instrument be ancient, cases 

may be found in which recitals in dispositive instruments have been admitted 

without regard to the age of the instrument. Russell v. langford, 135 Cal. 356, 

67 Pac. 331 (1902) (recital in will); Pearson v. Pearson, 46 Cal. 609 (1813) 

(recital in "ill); Culver v. Newhart, 18 Cal. AW' 614, 123 Pac. 915 (1912) 

(bill of sale). There is a sufficient likelihood that the statements made in 

a dispositive document, when related to the purpose of the document, will be 

true to warrant the admissibility of such do~ents without regard to their age. 

§ 1331. Recitals in ancient writings. 

Conment. Section 1331 clarifies the existing California law relating to 

the admissibility of recitals in ancient documents by providing that such 

recitals are admissible under an exception to the hearsay rule. Code of Civil 
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Procedure Section 1963(34) (superseded by Evidence Code) provides that a do cu·· 

ment more than 30 years old is pres~ed genuine if it has been generally 

acted upon as genuine by persons having an interest in the matter. The 

Supreme Court has held that a document meeting this section's requirements is 

presumed to be genuine--presumed to be what it purports to be--but that the 

genuineness of the document imports no verity to the recitals contained therein. 

Gwin v. Calegaris l 139 Cal. 384, 389, 73 Pac. 851, 853 (1903). Recent cases 

decided by district courts of appeal, howeVer, have held that the recitals in 

such a document are admissible to prcve the truth of the facts recited. ~, 

Estate of Nidever, 181 Cal. App.2d 367, 5 Cal. Rptr. 343 (1960)) Kirkpatrick 

v. Tapa Oil Co., 144 Cal. App.2d 404, 301 P.2d 274 (1956). And in some of 

these cases the courts have not insisted that the hearsay statement itself be 

acted upon as true by persons with an interest in the matter; the evidence has 

been admitted upon a showing that the document containing the statement is 

genuine. The age of a document alone is not a sufficient guarantee of the 

trustworthiness of a statement contained therein to warrant the admission 

of the statement into evidence. Accordingly, Section 1331 makes clear that the 

hearsay statement itself must have been generally acted upon as true for at 

least a generation by persons having an interest in the matter. 

Article 14. Commercial, Scientific, and Similar Publications 

§ 1340. Commercta1 lists and the like. 

Comment. Section 1340 codifies an exception that has been recognized 

by statute and by the courts in specific situations. See,~, COM. CODE § 

2724) Emery v. So. Cal. Gas Co., 72 Cal. App.2d 821, 165 P.2d 695 (1946)) 
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Christiansen v. Hollings, 44 Cal. App.2d 332, 112 P.2d 723 (1941). 

§ 1341. Publications concerning facts of general notoriecy and interest. 

Comment. Section 1341 recodifies without substantive change Section 

1936 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 
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